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CSS publishes
1998 statistics
Nicole Ross
Staff Reporter
Statistics show that 1n the enure year of 1998. there was only onereported occurrence of robbery and 16 burglaries in the John Carroll Untvcrsity
communtty. As far asjud1cial referral s. there were 410 hquor-law violanon•
and 18 drug abuse v1olat1on>.
The 1999 Annual Security Report was pubhshed Sept. I , hstmg all
Carroll cnme statistics. Each student received a copy of the report m h1s or
her mailbox upon arrivmg back to campus.
According to last year's statisucs. there were not any reported occurrences of hate or bias crimes, which include murder, forc1ble and nonforcible
sex offenses and sexual assault; nor were there any reported arrests for hquorlaw violations, drug abuse violauons or weapons possessiOnS for the year of
1998.
The detailed report discusses everythmg from exual illosault and rape
prevention to heahh nsks associated wi th abuse of alcohol and controlled substances. Accompanymg the report IS a chart d1splaymg cnme stat1s11cs, hy
calendar year, for I 996, I997 and I998.
Dean of Students Patri ck Romhalsk1 ~a1d . "We chose to pnnt the JUdi
cial referrals tn the report earlier than we arc rcqm rctl to tlo '" hy law W e tel\

pboto br Sar• Ft1t

Rodman gets a face-lift.

Jennifer Hayek
Staff Reporter
Rodman Hall, the venerable
former Jes uit residence a nd residence hal l is getting a $5 million
face lift.
Rodman Hal l should be completed by June I, 2000. The building wi ll have four floors including
a ground floor, which will contain

some of the information services and
the business division offices.
The first floor is reserved for the
fi nancial aid and the admissions divisions. The second floor wi II consist
of the development di vision, which includes development, alumni and public affairs offices. The ground floor
and the third floor will contain the information services offices.

Rodman Hall was originally a
Jesuit residence until the new Jesui t
residence, Schell House, was built on
Miramar Boulevard. Rodman Hall
was only used as a dorm from 19971999 duri ng the renovation of Bernet
Hal l.
According to Jonathon lvec,
vice president for business, "the $5

see RODMAN, page 2

tics because they .ue the ones that especially hit home for us as a univers ity."
"We, as an office: are interested in conunumg to 1mprove the mforrnation that is offered to students. w1thout jeopardlllng the students' confidcnllality. That way, the students can have insight as to what IS happenmg 1nthetr
school, without knowmg exactly who d1d what," satd Rombalsk1.
One of Carroll's main goals is to provide a safe and secure atmosphere
for each of the university's students and employees. Any sign of criminal
acti vity should be reported to Campus Safety Service at ext. 4600, 24 hours a
day, seven days a week.
All reported occurrences are investigated by CSS, along with the a1d
of local, state or othe r Jaw enforcement agencies whe n requtred. The Annual
Security Report also offers the telephone nu mbers for additional campus and
community services, and CSS encourages students and faculty to use them
whenever needed.

Class of 2003 women outnumber men
Freshman class one of ]CU's largest
Kelly Norris
Asst. Campus News Editor
T his fall 's incoming freshmen student body was one of John
Carroll's largest. totaling 834 men
and women.
The ratio of men to women
in the freshman class wen t up
slightly in the women's favor. In
previous years. women constituted
51 percent whereas this year they
make up 54 percent of the student
body.
Accordmg to Dean of Students Patrick Rombalsk 1, the mcrease m women or any speci tic
group within the students is cause
for modi tication. "When there are
more women. students' needs do
change." said Rombalsk1.
The mmonty populat1on of
the freshman class also ..:hanged this
year with a decrease of 0.9 percent.
The number of H1spamc Americans
rose to 18 students.but the overall
mmonty percentage dropped to
e1ght percent "'l!hm the freshmen
class. The number of Asian and Pacllic Islander students rose to 23

while the greatest drop in the mi nority population was with only 26 Afncan Americans in the freshman class.
"There needs to be concern
about the drop in mi norities, " said
Rev. Richard P. Salmi, vice president
for student affairs. " For the past six
years, the percentage of minorities has
been increasing and the university has
worked hard to keep it increasing.
Any slight decrease is cause for concern."
Although there are some students from as far away as Alaska, Nigeria and Croatia, the majority are
from Ohio and more than half of the
freshman class is from the local area,
meanmg Lorrun to Ashtabula Counties.
The four other top home states
of members of the freshman class are
Pennsylvania. New York. Ilhno1s and
Mich1gan.
One problem wnh try1ng to
pread the word mtemauonally about
Carroll is expense. Sendmg ad1mss1ons counselors to other countries for
a long enough period of ume to meet
wtth any number of students 1S a

costly process.
According to Rombalski. it is
important to "Spread the good word
of Carroll as far and wide as possible
to build as stable a foundation as possible."
He also said that Carroll tries
to avoid "oversaturated" markets . like
New York City. when searching for
students. "Lately, we've been looking at the Washington D.C.IBaltimore
area because there 's more room.'' said
Rombalski.
Forty percent of the freshman
class was recruited as athletes . an 8
percent increase from last year, said
Salmi. "The statistics show that more
students are mterested m varsity athletics than students in prcv1ous freshman classes."
The freshman class demonstrated a strong enthusiasm for all activities .
"Th1s freshman class 1s gcttmg
involved in numbers we haven't seen
before, .. said SalmJ. "There were great
numbers m the cho1r and bands. and
Campus M imstry has had many freshmen volunteer for the retreats."

Freshmen (1. tor., row 1) Mike Steele and Chns Liekweg
and (1. to r., row 2) Julianne Reichert, Tom Arlin and Joel
Hifls
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News briefs
JCU names new director of human resources
Lisa M. Mencini of Parma has been named d~tor of human
resources at John CarroU University. She will be sharing her time
with the Jesuit university and the Cleveland Indians during the latter
part of September, assuming ber new duties full-time in October.
Mencini received her BA in business administration from BaldwinWallace CoUege and bas begun workiDg on her MBA.

This week's events:
On Sept. 16, there will be a WJCU apprentice meeting from
6:30 to 7:30p.m. in the Murphy Room.

•••
The Fast Start for Seniors Job Search Prep Program, sponsored by Student Career Development, will be held Fri., Sept. 17 from
8 a.m. to S p.m. in the LSC conference room, Jardine Room, Faculty
Dining Room, O'Dea Seminar Rooms 2, 3, and 4, 1dlewood Room,
and the President's Dining Room.

...

The Organization Fair will be held on Fri., Sept. 17, from 3 to 6
p.m. on Keller Commons. In case ofbad weather, it will be held in the
Bohem ia Manor.

•••

...

On Moo .. Sept. 20, there will be a Student Unioo Town Hall
IUCCiliDg tiom 7 to 9 p.m. in the LSC Coofereoce Room.

The Program for Students Undecided on a Major, sponsored
by University Counseling, Academic Advising and Student Career
Development, will be held on Thes., Sept. 21 from 7 to 9 p.m . in the
LSC Conference Room.

•••
On Wed., Sept. 22, there will be an Accountancy Career Night
(Non-Public) from 6 to 9:30p.m. in the Faculty dining Room and the
Murphy Room.

•••
Newsbrieft were rompiled by Carrie Mack. Campus News Editor

You don't have to be dead to be
a writer of posthumous fame.
Write for the CN and get a head start.

reaches more listeners
Carrie Mack
Campus News Edkor
The WJCU Website has recently added audio broadcasting to its
many features, which include "Be a
Virtual DJ" and a tour of the srudio,
office and music library.
"You can get [to the site] just
be navigating through the organiza.
lions page on the John Carroll
website ," said Reese, but he noted that
it is Simpler just to type the site's address, www jcu edu/wjcu.
The Website was designed by
Dan1ciAnstandig, a Beachwood High
School srudcnt who has done work
with the station before.
"He 's filled in and done some
summer things with the station," said
Reese. ''He also has his own Internet
Radio station, and has been at national
conventions. He's really embraced
computers, and managed to make a
connection with our chief engineer,
Cornelius Gould."
The station audio was just
added to the main page of the site over
the summer, and enables the broad-

casts to reach listeners out of the normal coverage area.
"People who are just cruising
through the Web can pick up broad·
casts and find out what type of music
is played when," said Reese . "Parents
and alumni who before had no other
way of receiving sporting event broadcasts can pick them up over the site
now.u

Other features on the station's
page include a list of current station
directors, a virtual tour through the entire studio accompan ied by an audio
and written description, the fall 1999
programming schedule and links to the
Billboard Magazine, USA Today and
Casey Casem sTop 40 websites.
future goals for the site include
trying to get more outside listeners, especially for radiothons, and developing contests over the Web.
"At least one show has already
received e-mail messages from outside
of Ohio," said Reese. "They'll e-mai l
their requests into the OJ. But if they
want to chat, it is best to send their
personal Web address."

Having simultameous [nternet
braodcasts requires no extra work for
the DJs, except that they should be
"promoting it (during their shows]
quite a bit," said Reese.
According to Reese, the station
was not required to get permission to
set up a site that is accessible though
the Carroll home page.
The only concern was if too
many people were signed onto the site
at once, the bandwidth would be eaten
up, wh ich would interfere with the
other pages of th e Carroll site.
However, th ere is a differen t
host site for the audi o. It is anchored
to Gould 's website.
A fee for this service is bein g
negotia ted, and the only necessary fee
is that for music licensing , which is
always required for Internet as well as
radio broadcasting.
Reese said that the site and its
audio broadcasting are a permanent
thing.
"All (radio] stations realize the
Web is one more way to reach an additional audience ," he said.

card and S30 with one. However, there are enough bids for
225 couples this year, which is an increase from past years.
Staff Reporter
Another change this year is that the Homecoming
On Fri., Oct. I, at approximately six o'clock, cock·
tails will begin an evening of excitement, romance, and of dance is on a Friday night instead of a Saturday night, which
is the night the dance is usually held, because "Friday was
course, dancing.
This night is Homecoming, .However, this year will the only night a good banquet hall was available," said
Fildes. The homecoming football game is on Sat, Oct. 2 at
be different than previous years.
According to Student Union Treasurer Patrick 2 p.m. against Mount Union College.
There will be no homecoming rally this year because
Corrigan, the dance will take place at Windows on the
the dance is on friday, when the rally is normally held.
River, which is in the Powerhouse in the Flats.
This change is an ex.travagant one, as P!!!tJH~o~me~--~~i\lii!Jillll~~~Ml!~~~~~~~~~~~--..;1
corn ing dan ces have been held at the Marriott Hotel m
aturday. n rew e 1 o e Department o ·conomiCS
downtown Clevel and. The theme this year is "Moonlight and Finance will be announcing the Homecoming King and
Masquerade." Dinner will be served at 7 p.m.
Queen at this time, said Fildes.
The elegance of Windows on the River, a "beautiAs is customary at Carroll, there will be a block party
ful banquet center," said Ann Fildes, who is organizinig on Saturday from II a.m. until 5 p.m. Numerous student
this year's dance, is the primary contributor to the increase organizatiOns will have booths set up selling fo~d and other
in bid prices this year. The ticket price is $65 without a items. "New to the block party this year is a chifdrens' tent
Student Union discount card and $55 with the card.
filled with games and things for the alumi's children." said
Last year, bid prices were $40 without a discount Fildes.

your
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continued from page 1
million was from a borrowed $10 million bond issue that
we floated in May 1997." !vee said the additional $5 million was used fo r the addition ofOHrOLink to the library.

With Rodman Hall turning into an office building ,
srudents have wondered how the lost d()rm space will be
made up.
According to Donna Byrnes, director of residence
life, "Taking th e place of those beds really wasn't an issue."
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The new e-mail ystem is a high
schooler's dream . Just ask my 15·
year-old sister.
Every time I'm at home,
around mid nig ht I hear It. No, 1t's not
gigglmg over a late night phone call.
It 's th1s "dmg, ding, ding, din g," followed by the furious sound of typmg.
The first time I heard the dings, I
thought she wa s playing a computer
game. But , as many of you know, she
was being "IM- ed" by her friends. IM ,
or instant messaging. as I came Io find
out is much like phoni ng on the old

Commentary by CILlre Taft
John Carroll VAX system, except you
can IM tens of your fellow c-mail-crs
at once. All of your friends can add
your screen name to their "buddy lists"
and find out exactly when you're online to IM you.
I've been told, by my SISter, that
attachments, buddy h ts, and in ta nt
messages are great. But I'm a hi I skeptical. She no longer uses Ihe phone.
The hours I . pent on the phone in high
school arc no longer a problem for my
parents, they on ly have to listen to all
those dmgs.

It's time for a change
Hey, why don't we all throw
away our telephones and get tin cans
connected by fishing line to run between our dorm rooms?
OK, I guess that sounds a little
far-fetched. But, then should the cries
of students longing to bring back the
VAX e-ma il system?
As much as I loved staring at
that attractive black screen, getting
booted for system maintenan ce, and

5353 MAYFIELD ROAD

L.YNOHURST OHIO 4412.4

Tens of thousands of
new & used COs &
C 0 R D Albums.
--~~- LUTION We Buy, sell & trade music
-Funky Boutique
•Cl
• • N• ·• C• •E• • 1• • e• •e • 8•
Local and regional music
-Imports & videos
Visit our website at www.recordrevolution.com
1832 Coventry Rd.
Cleveland Hts.
(216) 321-7661
FAX (216) 321-8687

K E V I N
K E L L Y

COSTNER
PRESTON

Call me old fashioned, but I'd
rather talk to my fnends on the phone
than try to convey all of my thought
111 a little box on my computer while
hearing ding, ding, ding.
The new e-mail system promIses all of the "co n\ 1cnences" of
America Online.
But I St ill haven't bothered to
set up my account. I sec my John
Carroll friends 'very day, I don't need
to e-mail them. (\nd If I really want to
ta lk, I' II do just that. I' II pick up the
phone.

Commentary by Rona Proudfoot

being "phoned" when I was trying to
send an e-mail , I am glad to finally see
the VAX go.
The new e-mail system i a long
overdue introduction to the real world.
The most promising advantage
of the new system is the ability to send
anachmcnt . Imagine not fi"eaking out
when you r big term paper is due and
your printer has just run out of mk.
You simply make a few clicks, and

your professor can open the file on hi s
or her computer.
Ideally, all computer-related
as ignments cou Jd be "attached" to C·
mails and turned in in this manner.
And this extends beyond basic Word
documents.
E-mail systems ca n handle
files so large that they will not even fit
on ordinary floppy disks.
Add to that the benefits ofhavmg on file all the c-mails you've sent
(D1d you tell your prof you were sick
or that your dog died?), convcmently
moving all your c-maiis to different
folders. and having more than one window open at a time.
And for those of you who are
sad that you can't sit around and
"phone" anymore, download AOL Instant mes enger and get on with your
lives'
The new mailbox server has
countless benefits. Unfortunately, until the JCU student body learns how to
read the directions and set up the ac·
count, we'l l never know the case with
wh;ch we could go about

Danielle /vans works with the new e-mail system.

campu~

For your chance to win a FOR LOVE OF THE GAME prize
package, simply stop by
THE CARROLL NEWS
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News briefs
JCU names new director of human resources
Lisa M . Mencini of Parma has been named director of human
resources at John Carron University. She will be sharing her time
with the Jesuit university and the Cleveland Indians during the latter
part of September, assuming her new duties full-time in October.

Meocini received her BA in business administration from BaldwinWallace College and has begun woddllg on her MBA.

This week's events:
On Sept. 16, there will be a WJCU apprentice meeting from
6:30 to 7:30p.m. m the Murphy Room.

•••
The Fast Start for Seniors Job Search Prep Progmm, sponsored by Student Career Development, will be held Fri., Sept. 17 from
8 a.m. to S p.m. in the LSC conference room, Jardine Room , Faculty
Dining Room, O 'Dea Seminar Rooms 2, 3, and 4, ldlewood Room,
and the President's Dining Room.

...

The Organization Fair will be held on Fri., Sept. 17, from 3 to 6
p.m. on Keller Commons. In case ofbad weather, it will be beld in the
Bohemia Manor.

•••

...

On Mon., Sept. 20, then: will be a Student Union Town Hall
meeting tiom 7 to 9 p.m. in the LSC Conference Room.

The Program for Students Undecided on a Major, sponsored
by University Counseling, Academic Advising and Student Career
Development, will be held on Tues., Sept. 21 from 7 to 9 p.m. in the
LSC Conference Room.

•••
On Wed., Sept. 22, there will be an Accountancy Career Night
(Non-Public) from 6 to 9:30p.m. in the Faculty dining Room and the
Murphy Room.

•••
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WJCU enhances Web page,
reaches more listeners
Carrie Mack
Campus News Eaitor
The WJCU Website has recently added audio broadcasting to its
many features, which include "Be a
Virtual DT' and a tour of the studio,
office and music library.
" You can get [to the site] just
be navigating through the organizations page on the John Carr oll
website," said Reese, but he noted that
it is sim pler just to type the site's address, www.jcu,edulwjcu .
The Website was designed by
Daniel Anstandig, a Beachwood High
School student who has done work
wtth the station before.
" He's filled in and done some
summer things with the station," said
Reese. "He also has his own Internet
Radio station, and has been at national
conventions. He 's really embraced
computers, and managed to make a
connection with our chief engineer,
Cornelius Gould."
The station audio was ju st
added to the main page of the site over
the summer, and enables the broad-

casts to reach listeners out of the normal coverage area.
"People who are just cruising
through the Web can pick up broadcasts and find out what type of music
IS played when," said Reese. "Parents
and alumni who before had no other
way of receiving sportmg event broadcasts can pick them up over the si te
now."

Other featu res on the station 's
page include a list of current station
directors, a virtual tour through the entire studio accompanied by an audio
and written description, the fall 1999
programming schedule and links to the
Billboard Magazine, USA Today and
Casey Casem sTop 40 websitcs.
Fu ture goals for the site include
trying to get more outside listeners, especially for radiothons, and developing contests over the Web.
"At least one show has already
received e-mail messages from outside
ofOhio," said Reese. "They'll e-mail
their requests into the DJ . But if they
want to chat, it is best to send their
personal Web address."

Having simultameous Internet
braodcasts requires no extra work for
the DJs, except that they should be
"promoting it [during their shows]
quite a bit," said Reese.
According to Reese, the station
was not required to get pennission to
set up a site that is accessible though
the Carroll home page.
The only concern was if too
many people were signed onto the site
at once, the bandwidth would be eaten
up, which would interfere with the
other pages of the Carroll site.
However, there ts a different
host site for the audio_ It is anchored
to Gould's website.
A fee for this service is being
negotiated, and the only necessary fee
is that for music licensing, which is
always required for Internet as well as
rad io broadcasting .
Reese said that the site and its
audio broadcasting are a permanent
thing.
"All [radio] stations realize the
Web is one more way to reach an additional audience," he said.

Pick up the phone!
The new c-matl system is a high
schoole r' s dream. Just ask my ISyear-old st ter.
Every time ['m at hom e,
arou nd midnight I hear 11. o, tt 's not
giggling over a late night phone call.
It 's this "ding, d1ng , ding, ding," followed by the furious sound of typing.
The first time [ heard the dings, l
thought she was play ing a computer
game . But, as many of you know, she
was betng "IM-ed" by her fncnds. IM.
or instant messaging. as I came to find
out is much like phoning on the old

Commentary by Clare Taft
John Carroll VAX system. except you
can IM tens of your fellow c-mail-ers
at once All of your friends can add
your crecn name to their "buddy lists"
and find out exactly when you're online to IM you.
I've been told, by my si tcr, thai
attachments , buddy list , and instant
messages are great. But I'm a btt skepti ca l. She no longer uses the phone
The hours I spent on the phone in high
schoo l arc no longer a problem for my
pa rents, they only have to listen to all
those dings.

It's time for a change
Hey, why don't we all throw
away our telephones and get tin cans
connected by fishing line to run between our dorm rooms?
OK, I guess that sounds a little
lin-fetched. But, then should the cri es
of students longing to bring back the
V/\X e- mail sys tem?
As much as I loved staring at
rhar attractive black screen, getting
booted for system mamtenancc, and

Michelle Price
Staff Reporter
On Fri., Oct. I, at approximately six o'clock, cocktai ls will begin an even ing of excitement, romance, and of
course, dancing.
This night is Homecoming, f!owever, this year will
be different than previous years.
According to Student Union Treasurer Patrick
Corrigan, the dance will take place at Windows on the
River, which is in the Powerhouse in the Flats.

You don't have to be dead to be
a writer of posthumous fame.
Write for the CN and get a head start.

downtown Cleveland. The theme this year is "Moonlight
Masquerade." Dinner will be served at 7 p.m.
The elegance of Windows on the River, a "beauti·
ful banquet center," said Ann Fildes, who is organizinig
this year's dance, is the primary contributor to the increase
in bid prices this year. The ticket price is $65 without a
Smdent Union discount card and $55 with the card.
Last year, bid prices were $40 without a discount

card and $30 with one. However, there are enough bids for
225 couples this year, which is an increase from past years .
Another change this year is that the Homecoming
dance is on a Friday night instead of a Saturday night, which
is the night the dance is usually held, because "Friday was
the only night a good banquet hall was available," said
Fildes. The homecoming football game is on Sat.,Oct. 2 at
2 p.m . against Mount Union College.
There will be no homecoming rally this year because
the dance is on Friday, when the rally is nonnally held.

RODMAN
continued from page 1
million was from a borrowed $l0 million bond issue that
we floated in May 1997." !vee said the additional $5 mi llion was used for the addition of OHIO Link to the library.

Saturday.
n rew e 1 o e epartment o conomtcs
and Finance will be announcing the Homecoming King and
Queen at this time, said Fildes.
As (s customary at Carroll , there will be a block party
on Saturday from I I a.m. until 5 p.m. Numerous student
organizatirins will have booths set up selling fo~ and other
"items. "Newtotheblockpartythisyearisachildrens'tent
filled with games and things for the alumi's children." said
Fildes.
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Call me old fashioned, but I'd
rather talk to my friends on the phone
than try to convey all of my thought
in a li ttle box on my computer while
hearing ding, ding , ding.
The new e-mail system promises all of the "convicnences" of
America Online
But I still haven 't bothered to
scr up my account. I sec my John
Carroll fncnds .:very day, l don't need
to e-mail them. t\nd if I really want to
talk, I'll do JUSt that. I'll pick up the
phone.

your professor can open the file on hi
or her comp uter.
Ideally, all computer-related
a signments could be "attached" toemai Is and turned in in this manner.
And this extends beyond basic Word
documents.
E-mail systems can handle
file s so large that they will not even fit
on ord inary floppy disks.
Add to that the benefits of havtn g on file all th e e-mail you've sent
(Did you tell your prof yolt were stck
or th at your dog died?), conveniently
moving all your e-mail s to different
folders, and having more than one window open at a rime.
And for those of you who are
sad that you can't sit around and
"phone" anymore, download AOL instant messenger and get on with your
li ves'
The new mailbox server has
counties benefits. Unfo rtunately, until the JCU tudcnt body learns how to
read the directions and set up the account, we'll never know the ca c with
which we could go about campus l!k

For your chance to win a FOR LOVE OF THE GAME prize
package, simply stop by
THE CARROLL NEWS
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Daniel/e /vans works with the new e-mail system.

With Rodman Hall turning into an office building,
students have wondered how the lost dorm space will be
made up.
According to Donna Byrnes, director of res idence
life, "Taking the place of those beds really wasn't an is-

sue.',

3

Commentary by Rona Proudfoot

being " phoned" when I was trying to
send an e-mail, I am glad to finally see
the VAX go.
The new e-mai I system IS a long
overdue introduction to the real world .
The most promising advantage
of the new system is the ability to send
attachments . Imagine not freaking out
when your btg term paper is due and
yo ur printer has just run out of ink .
You stmply make a few clicks, and

This change is an extravagant one, as .P!!!t~H~om~e::,-_ijll~~~IIJl~·~l~~~~~~~~·~~~@).!!~--~--;

Newsbrieft were compiled by Ca"ie Mack, Campus News Editor
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Homecoming prices going up
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Local Briefs
University of Akron trustees
approve expansion
The University of Akron board of trustees approved a $200 mil~ton development plan last week. The plan will include seven new buildtngs, the planting of 50,000 trees and bushes, a $20 million recreation
center, a $40 million student union building, a 1,000-car parking garage, and eight considerably large renovations.
The development, being che largest project in tbc school's history, is scheduled to be completed by 2003.
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PoliticGily
Carroll

Worldbriefs
Clinton offers funds to buy back guns

.

Russian Roulette claims
Maple Heights student's life
Casey Crow, 15, a freshman at Maple Heights High School, was
mortally wounded in the head after playing a fatal game of Russian
roulette. A bullet had blasted through Casey's mouth into his head from
a .45-caliber handgun.
Maple Heights police believe it was an accident in which Casey
may have tried to demonstrate how to beat the game of Russian roulette,
Apparently the gun belonged to the father of a friend of Casey's.
According to the owner of the gun,IJe d1d not know it was missing.
A week before the incident, Casey's father found two bullets in
his son's pockets and confronted him about it. Casey simply stated that
he found them by the railroad tracks.

Arrested fireman had list of women
Thomu J. McCarthy, an IS-year firelighter who lives in Fairview
Park, was cbaraccl with foloaious uuult and aggravated bilrglary after
breaking into a Wamn~ home on SUIIday, Sept. S looking for a 31ye&N)Id woman he followed bomc from a grocery store the week before. McCarthy, 43, did not find the woman, but instead found her
brother, Brian Kilroy, 35, and tried unsuccessfully to tie his hands to·
getber.
A f\er being arrested, police searched through his work locker and
found a list of women's names and addresses. They also found rope,
condoms, lateJt gloves, and an adult video in his van. The evidence that
was found led to bis bail of$250,000 to be doubled.

Local News briefs were compiled by Jenny Radivoj and Megan HetTTUJn.
Newsbrieft can be submitted to The Carroll News office by

Mondizy at S p.m.

Becoming a "Follower of Politics"
So, you think that politics is boring.lfyou agree,
keep reading; if you do not, keep reading.
Did you know that we are living in a time of
great political excitement? Now 1 know what you are
thinking. Yes .. .I am a political science major, but I never
really thought I was a dork. But, rather than be referred
to as a pohtical junkie or a dark, I like to refer to myself
as an FOP.
Now before you stop reading this column and
head straight for the "Hi ts and Misses," hear me out .
Now you are asking yourself, "What is an FOP?"
or "Is FOP a new word for dork?" No, no my fellow
Carrollite! An FOP is a Eollower Q.f folitics.
Yet, an FOP is not just any follower. An FOP
realizes that politics is not a bunch of old politicians
smoking Cubans at the Union Club raising tax brackets
for kicks and placing bets on who has the cutest interns. An FOP realizes that politics is like watching Field
ofDreams, Star Wars. Dumb & Dumber, True Grit, Conspiracy Theory, and Days ofOur Lives at the same time.
From the local school board to the presidency,
politics has it all. It has good guys (like Indiana Jones),
bad guys (like Dr. Evil), bravery, mysterious deaths,
intrigue, suspense, hope, deception, and for a little Aaron
Spelling action, it even has sordid affairs. What's not
to like?
We have been labeled as a generation of young
adults who do not care. They say we are inactive, selfish , and lazy. How have we responded to th ese accusations? From jocks to goths, we have proved them right.
We have said , "What is there in politics to be interested
in?"
Past generations have had wars, communism,
civil rights, a dream to be an independent nation. All
we have is an immoral president, a selfish and partisan
Congress, all amid scandal, deception, and investigations. Why should you care? Well, WAKE UP!

Currently, the political environment of the
United States is more interesting than ever before!
For the first time we have a woman running for our
government's top position, we have Americans our
age stationed in places like Kosovo and the Middle
East, we have a presidential candidate who has raised
$50 million by smiling next to a tractor, we also have
a retired Senator posing a serious threat to our Sitting vice president.
Our country just endured the second impeachment in U.S . history, we have a foreign country with
a population over a billion stealing our nuclear secrets, people screaming for and against gun legislation, and a military so depleted that it could be beaten
by a bunch of rowdy kindergartners with nerfballs.
Whatever your interest or field of study, pol itics has it all. Yes, even you biology and business
majors can be FOPs. Just pur your foot down and
say you care! It does not take much time to take an
interest. Just reading this weekly column is a start.
Every week, I will help average Carrollites
become FOPs. How will I do this, you ask. Every
week l will answer your questions from "What docs
the tax cut mean to us?" to "Who is running for president?" and even "How can I get an absentee ballot?"
You don't need to know every aspect of politics to be an FOP because nobody does! Yet, every
aspect directly affects you. Therefore, take time to
learn certain aspects of politics for yourself, for your
family, for your friends, and for your future friends
and family.
Now is the time for our gene ration to care. It
is good to be an FOP.

Currently there are over 200 million guns in the United States.
President Clinton is ready to help communities take some of those
out of circulation by using $15 million in federal money.
This plan will allow mayors to tailor the program to meet their
community's needs. It is suggested that about $50 be paid for each
gun that is turned in.
The plan has had succe s in the District of Columbia in which
over 2,000 guns were bought back from their owners in only two
days.

Two dead after planes collide at air show
l'wo Vietnam veteran pilots were killed Sunday at Harriman
West Airport 's 50"' Anniversary commemoration while flying
Vietnam War-era Cessnas. They were ZOO feet off the ground when
both tried to do a roll and their wings clipped each other.
The planes crashed far enough away from the several thousand
spectators so that no one in the crowd was Injured.
Pilot George Shelton, 68, was from Boston and Paulus
Kraaijvanger, 67, was from North Stonington, Conn.

Mosquito-borne encephalitis found in
New York City
An outbreak of mosquito-borne encephalitis is blamed for the
death of four people in New York City on Saturday. As a result of th e
outbreak, city workers began on Sunday to spray parts of the city
before dawn with insecticide. Areas sprayed include Central Park,
parts of the Bronx, and Staten Island. So far, 10 people have been
positively diagno sed with St. Louis encephalitis.

•••
Beyond the ·B ell Tower
Ad campaign targets binge drinking

Jackie Bl)'k. the writer of Politically Carroll.
is a ju11ior at Joh11 Carroll University.
Please e-mail any commell/S or questiolls ra
jabryk@jcu. edu.
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here ••• Improved PC Labs on Campus!

Stadeau and facalty have noticed something new this Fall while logging on to the .JCV
network to access class mes, persoaal mes aod e-m•D. laformatioo Services has
migrated all classrooms and labs on campus to the WiadowsNT pladonD. This will
allow for more flemble, conteJDpora.ry, user friendly access and operatioa. New features
include:

college.
Findings in a Harvard study in 1997 stated that over 40 percent
of college students reported being binge drinkers.

World News briefs were compiled by Megan Hetman and Jenny Radivoj

The
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• NT accouats foUow the a.er to any public lab or classroom on campus
• Eaay access to aetwork drive mes
+ Laser priadDg

Room
....................
....":i"~'f.:O..

-o•. Here•a tna ••••"~--:-.:-:---:--:-1
Help Wanted:

Check oat the link below to take a virtual tour of the newly updated high•tech facilities,
u weD •• liaLs explaining '1a~w ._,. access the new NT accounts i.nclucliag 170ur e-mail. U
you still have questions, give us a caD at #3004...ENJO\'!
http://www.jca..edu/i.Dfosenrice/htllt.htm

fffi_

X-Facror

Call Club
Cheap Drinks & Free Pool
Special Discounts for bar and restaurant
employees
Open Mic Night
Come hang ou t with Steve the Bartender
The BIGGEST mid-week Dance Party in the
Heights!
Specialty Drinks: S2.75
Featuring the rock sounds of Satire
[CU's own OJ, McBoogie & D) Stout spinning

SE..

Live Music

hou« & hip·hop
Big Drunk Dummy

Blu< Monday'S

lJru;._
~

Just a Bar
Reggae Wednesday

Ihllu.:.. Live Music
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Two media giants merge
Jenny Radivoj
Ass1stant World News Editor
What does MTV and Nickelodeon have in common with "Diagnosis: Murder" and "Touched By an
Angel?"
or much now, bur soon they
will all be siblings since Viacom
(owner of MTV and Nickelodeon)
Inc. and Columbia Broadcasting System ( CBS) Corp . officially announced last week that they will
merge.
Tn what is being called the biggest media deal ever,Viacom will buy
CBS Corp., its former parent, for over
$30 billion in stock.
Viacom, one of the world's
largest entertainment companies, currently bas the majority of today 's
youth as it's audience.
In 1986, Viacom bought out
MTV Networks and Nickelodeon. In
1994 the media mogul bo4ght Blockbuster for over $8 billion and Paramount Communications for$ I 0 billion.
Over the years, Viacom has
managed to transform Nickelodeon
from the least popular cable channel
to one the most popular.

Now, children with the median
age of nine choose Nickelodeon as
thm station of choice.
For MTV, the average representative viewer is 20 years old.
CBS, on the other hand, has
managed to keep a strong hold on the
attention of the parents and grandparents of Viacom v1ewers. The current
median age of its viewers is 53 years
old.
Lately, CBS has slowly been
introducing younger characters and
new shows to appeal to all ages while
still maintaining the patronage from
their main audience, the baby
boomers.
The goal of bringing the corporations together is to fully maintain
the attention of people ages I to 100.
This merger, however, poses
some concern for both Viacom and
CBS. There is a possibility that the
media titans will have to sell off some
of their television stations.
Current- Federal Communications Commission regulations do not
allow companies to own two or more
networks in certain combinations.
FCC regulations also prevent
broadca ters from operatmg stations

that reach more than 35 percent of
vtcwcr homes.
When the companies merge,
CBS's 15 televisiOn stattons and
Viacom's 19 stations will combine and
reach over 40 percent of the nation's
population.
Right now, CBS has almost
reached that point and completing the
merger would give Viacom over 40
percent of the national audience.
Modifications that were made
last month by the FCC stated that "a
company could own two TV stations
in the same market if there were at least
eight other competitors after the deal
and if one of the stations is not among
the market's top four."
The merging media companies
will have to follow strict standards to
own more than one local televison sta·
tion in any given telvcvison market.
CBS President Mel Karrnazin
and Viacom chairman Sumner
Redstone will present their arguments
in front of the FCC in order to persuading the organization to change the
regulations.
The FCC has never granted a
watver to the national television audience limtt.

Over 100 dead in Greek quake
Thousands of homeless Athenians took shelter in sprawling tent
cities Friday, their homes ruined by
an earthquake that killed at least I04
people and left the Greek capital in
shock .

damages at $324 million.
Reports indicate more than 700
aftershocks, including eight ranging
fromamagnitudeof4 .0to4.7, which
were a result of energy built up along
the fault line.
Among the first to arrive on the
scene were Turkish and Sw1ss rescue

scale, killed more that 15,000 people.
!lopes of finding survivors
faded as rescuers sn1d no sounds were
emanating from the rubble. Greek fire
department officials report 25 people
still missing.
With rescue efforts wu1ding
down , at1ention turned to the estimated

day, Sept. 7.
The Health and Welfare Ministry reported that 1600 people were
hospitalized and released for minor
mjuries while 380 remain hospitalized.
Menidi,
Loissia,
Metamorphosi and Nea Philadelphia
were among the hardest hit areas. Finance Ministry officials estimated the

nearly three days of sifting through
debris.
The quick assistance on the part
of the Swiss rescue team renected their
grati tude towards the Greek rescue
teams who offered their aid in the aftermath of the devastating earthquake
that hit Turkey nearly a month ago.
The earthquake in Turkey,
which measured 7.4 on the Richter

up food rations wh1le the Greek government distributed blankets and tents.
According to Greek government official Dimitris Reppas, 20,000
tents arc being sent to the worst hit
northern suburbs.
Reppas also noted that 8,000
policemen would patrol the hardest hit
areas of Athens in order to prevent
looting.

Anne-Marie Hebnan

Staff Reporter

Court rules facilities may
distribute cannabis
Maura Dolan
Mall Curtius
Los Angeles Times
A federal appeals court created a potentially
major opening in federal drug laws Monday, ruling that
medical marijuana centers may be allowed to distribute
cannabis if they can prove the drug is needed to protect
patients against imminent medical harm .
In its decision, the three judge panel of the ninth
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals said that a federal judge
should have considered patients medical needs for
marijuana when he ordered a cannabis club in Oakland
last year to stop distributing the drug.
The ruling means that the federal law is not an
absolute barrier to distribution of marijuana, said
University of Santa Clara law professor Gerald
Uelmen, who helped represent the Oakland center. It
requires courts to exercise discretion to look at the
circumstances of individual patients and weigh that
against public interests.
The court did not overturn U. S. District Judge
Charles Breyer's injunction against the club bur said he
must consider the case again, taking into account
evidence that some patients need cannibis to treat
debilitating and life threatening conditions.
The decision could eventually lead to the
Oakland Cannabis Buyers Cooperative and others
being allowed to distribute marijuana to some severely
til patients, said Robert Raich, another attorney for the
center.
It may provide a method under federal law in
which medical patients, some medical patients, can be

provided with the medical cannabis they need legally, the
Oakland attorney said.
California voters approved Proposition 215 in
1996, which permitted seriously ill patients to obtain and
use marijuana with their doctorsi recommendations
without being prosecuted under state law.
The Clinton administration, however, sued six
Northern California clubs on the grounds that a federal
ban on marijuana distribution prevails over the state
initiative.
Oakland's center stopped distributing marijuana,
three other clubs closed and two others are still open and
bei ng monitored by federal authorities.
The court ruling comes in the wake of the collapse
of an effort by lawmakers in Sacramento to make
Proposition 215 more workable by setting up a statewide
registry of medical marijuana users.
Faced with opposition from law enforcement and a
likely veto from Gov. Gray Davis, Democratic State Sen.
John Vasconcellos abandoned his efforts, at least for the
time being to win legislative approval of a registry. The
plan had been recommended by a special task force of law
enforcement officials and medical marijuana advocates
put together by state Attorney General Bill Lockyer in
January.
In the federal court case, attorneys had no
immediate comment Monday on whether they will appeal
the decision oft he Ninth C1rcuit panel. Without an
appeal, the case would now return to Judge Breyer who
would have to reconsider his injunction against Oakland
enter after reviewing evidence that mariJU8lla is a
neceSSity for some patients.
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Local Briefs
University of Akron trustees
approve expansion
.
The University of Akron board of trustees approved a $200 milhon development plan last week. The plan will include seven new buildIngs, the planting of 50,000 trees and bushes, a $20 million recreation
center, a ~ milli~ student union building, a 1,000-car parking garage, and CJgbt considcrably large renovations.
The development, being the largest project in the school's history, is scheduled to be oompletcd by 2003.

Russian Roulette claims
Maple Heights student's life
Casey Crow, 15, a freshman at Maple Heights High School, was
monally wounded in the head after playing a fatal game of Russian
roulette. A bullet had blasted through Casey's mouth into bis head from
a .45-caliber handgun,
Map!~ Heights police believe it was an accident in wh.ich Casey
may have tned to demonstrate how w beat the game of Russian roulette,
Apparently tbe gun belonged to the father of a friend of Casey's.
Accordmg to the owner of the gun, he did not know 11 was missing.
A week before the incident, Casey's father found two bullets in
his son's pockets and confronted him about it. Casey simply stated that
he found them by the railroad tracks.

Arrested fireman had list of women
ThomaaJ. McCal1hy,an 18-ycarfireligbt.crwbo lives in Fairview
Park, was cluqecl with fclooioul uuult and aggravated b1111lary after
breakins into a WID'CII Ave. home on Sunday, Sept. S looking for a 3 !year-old woman be followed home from a grocery store the week before. McCal1hy, 43, did not find the woman, but instead found her
brother, Brian Kilroy, 35, and tried unsuccessfully w tie his hands together.
After being arrested, police searched tbrougb his work locker and
found a list of women's names and addresses. They also found rope,
condoms, latex gloves, and an adult video in his van. The evidence that
was found led to his bail of$250,000 to be doubled.

Local News briefs were compiled by Jenny Radivoj and Megan Het/TUJn.
Newsbriefs can be submltled to The Carroll News office by
Monday at 5 p.m.
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Clinton offers funds to buy back guns

Becoming a "Follower of Politics"
So, you think that politics is boring.lfyou agree,
keep reading; 1f you do not, keep reading.
Did you know that we are living in a time of
great political excitement? Now I know what you are
think mg. Yes ... I am a political science major, but l never
really thought I was a dork. But, rather than be referred
to as a political junkie or a dork, l like to refer to myself
as an FOP.
Now before you stop reading this column and
head straight for the "Hits and Misses," hear me out.
Now you are asking yourself, "What is an FOP?"
or "Is FOP a new word for dork?" No, no my fellow
Carrollite! An FOP is a Eollower Qf f.olitics.
Yet, an FOP is not just any follower. An FOP
realizes that politics is not a bunch of old politicians
smoking Cubans at th e Union Club raising tax brackets
for kicks and placing bets on who has the cutest interns. An FOP realizes that politics is like watching Field
ofDreams, Star Wars, Dumb & Dumber, Tme Grit, Conspiracy Theory, and Days ofOur Lives at the same time.
From the local school board to the presidency,
politics has it all. It has good guys (like Indiana Jones),
bad guys (like Dr. Evil}, bravery, mysterious deaths,
intrigue, suspense, hope, deception, and for a little Aaron
Spelling action, it even has sordid affairs. What 's not
to like?
We have been labeled as a generation of young
adults who do not care. They say we are inactive, selfish, and lazy. How have we responded to these accusations? From jocks to goths, we have proved them right.
We have said, "What is there in politics to be interested
in?"
Past generations have had wars, communism,
civil rights, a dream to be an independent nation. All
we have is an immoral president, a selfish and partisan
Congress, all amid scanda l, deception, and investigations. Why should you care? Well, WAKE UP!

WORLD
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Currently, the political env~ronment of the
United States is more interesting than ever before !
For the first time we have a woman running for our
government's top position, we have Americans our
age stat10ned in places like Kosovo and the Middle
East, we have a presidential candidate who has raised
$50 million by smiling next to a tractor, we also have
a retired Senator posing a serious threat to our si tting vice president.
Our country just endured the second impeachment in U.S. history, we have a foreign country with
a population over a billion stealing our nuclear secrets, people screaming for and against gun legislation, and a mihtary so depleted that it could be beaten
by a bunch of rowdy kindergartners with nerf balls.
Whatever your interest or field of study, politics has it all. Yes, even you biology and busmcss
majors can be FOPs. Just put your foot down and
say you care! It does not take much time to take an
interest. Just reading this weekly column is a start.
Every week , I will help average Carrollites
become FOPs. How will l do this, you ask. Every
week I will answer your questions from " What docs
the tax cut mean to us?" to "Who is running for president?" and even "How can I get an absentee ballot?"
You don't need to know every aspect of politics to be an FOP because nobody does! Yet, every
aspect directly affects you. Therefore, take time to
learn certain aspects of politics for yourself, for your
fa mily, for your friends, and for your future friends
and family.
Now is the time for our generation to care. It
is good to be an FOP.
Jackie 81yk. the writer ofPolitically Carroll,

Currently there are over 200 mi Ilion guns in the United States.
President Clinton is ready to help communities take some of those
out of circulation by using $15 million in federal money.
This plan will allow mayors to tailor the program to meet their
community's needs. It is suggested that about $50 be paid for each
gun that is turned in.
The plan has had success in the District of Columbia in which
over 2,000 guns were bought back from their owner in only two
days.

Two dead after planes collide at air show
1\vo Vietnam veteran pilots were killed Sunday at Harriman
West Airport 's 50" Anniversary commemoration while flying
Vietnam War-era Cessnas. They were 200 feet off the ground when
both tried to do a roll and their wings clipped each other.
The planes crashed far enough away from the several thousand
spectators so that no one in the crowd was Injured.
Pilot George Shelton, 68, was from Boston and Paulus
Kraaijvanger, 67, was from North Stonington, Conn.

Mosquito-borne encephalitis found in
New York City
An outbreak of mosquito-borne encephalitis is blamed for the
death of four people in New York City on Saturday. As a result of the
outbreak, city workers began on Sunday to sp ray parts of the city
before dawn with insecticide. Areas sprayed include Central Park,
parts of the Bronx, and Staten Island. So far, 10 people have been
positively diagnosed w ith St. Louis encephalitis.

•••

Beyond the ·Bell TOtVer
Ad campaign targets binge drinking

is a junior at John Carroll University.
Please e-mail w1y comments or question., to
jabryk@jcu. edu.
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Jenll)' Radivoj
ASs1stant World News Editor
What does MTV and Nickelodeon have in common with "Diagnosis: Murder" and "Touched By an
Angel?"
ot much now, but soon they
will all be iblings since Yiacom
(owner of MTV and Nickelodeon)
Inc. and Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS) Co rp . officially announced la st week that they will
merge.
In what is being called the biggest media deal ever, Viacom will buy
CBS Corp., its former parent, for over
$30 billion in stock.
Viacom, one of the world's
largest entertainment companies, currently has the majority of today's
youth as it's audience.
In 1986, Viacom bought out
MTV Networks and Nickelodeon. In
1994 the media mogul bol!ght Blockbuster for over $8 billion and Paramount Communications for $10 billion.
Over the years, Yiacom has
managed to transform Nickelodeon
from the least popular cable channel
to one the most popular.

Now, children with the median
age of mne choose Nickelodeon as
their tation of choice.
For MTV, the average representative viewer is 20 years old.
CBS, on the other hand, has
managed to keep a strong hold on the
attention of the parents and grandparents of Viacom v1ewers. The current
median age of 1ts viewers is 53 years
old.
Lately, CBS has slowly been
introducing younge r characters and
new shows to appeal to all ages while
still maintainmg the patronage from
their main audience, the baby
boomers.
The goal of bringing the corporatiOns together is to fully maintain
the a"ention of people ages I to 100.
This merger, however, poses
some concern for both Viacom and
CBS. There is a possibility that the
media titans will have to sell off some
of their television stations.
Current.. Federal Communications Commission regulations do not
allow companies to own two or more
networks in certain combinations.
FCC regulations also prevent
broadcasters from operating stations

that reach more than 35 percent of
viewer homes.
When the companies merge,
CBS's 15 television stations and
Viacom's 19 stations will combine and
reach over 40 percent of the nation's
population.
Right now, CBS has almost
reached that po1nt and completing the
merger would g1vc Y1acom over 40
percent of the national audience.
Modifications that were made
last month by the FCC stated that "a
company could own two TV stations
in the same market if there were at least
eight other competitors after the deal
and if one of the stauons is not among
the market's top four."
The merging media companies
will have to follow strict standards to
own more than one local televison station in any given telvcvi son market.
CBS President Mel Kannazin
and Viacom cha1rman Sumner
Redstone will present the1r arguments
in frontofthe FCC in order to persuading the organization to change the
regulations.
The FCC has never granted a
waiver to the national television audl·
encc limit.

Over 100 dead in Greek quake
Anne-Marie Hetman

Staff Reporter
Thousands of homeless Athenians took shelter in sprawling tent
cities Fnday, their homes ruined by
an earthquake that killed at least 104
people and left the Greek capital in
shock.
The earthquake , which meanorthern suburbs of Athens on
day, Sept. 7.
The Health and Welfare Ministry reported that 1600 people were
hospitalized and released for minor
injuries while 380 remain hospitalized.
Menidi,
Loissia,
Metamorphosi and Nea Philadelphia
were among the hardest hit areas. Finance Ministry officials estimated the

damages at $324 million.
Reports indicate more than 700
aftershocks, including eight ranging
fromamagnitudeof4.0to4.7, which
were a result of energy built up along
the fault line.
Among the first to arrive on the
scene were Thrkish and Swiss rescue
team•.

The quick assistance on the part
of the Swiss rescue team reflected their
gratitude towards the Greek rescue
teams who offered their aid in the aftermath of the devastating earthquake
that bit Thrtey nearly a month ago.
The earthquake in Turkey,
which measured 7.4 on the Richter

Maura Dolan

Ma!YCurtius
World News briefs were compiled by Megan Hetman and Jenny Radivoj

The

RJc,tJ..,..

• NT ac:coanu foUow the aMI' to any pubUc lab or classroom on camp. .
• Easy access to network drive rues

Room
I'MOa..T....,....,_

• Laser priadng

-'=i"..::.~

·a•. ••re•a •• o•••"r:-:-:----:-::-:---:--:-'1

Check oat the link below to take a virtual tour of the newly updated high-tech facilities,
. . weD . . liaLs explaining '1a~w tp• access the new NT accoants iaclading your e-maiL U
you still have questions, give us a c:aU at #3004-EN.JOV!
http://wwwJca.edu/infosen.rice/htot.htm

Two media giants merge

scale, killed more that 15,000 people.
Hopes of finding survivors
faded as rescuers sa1d no sounds were
emanating from the rubble. Greek tire
department officials report 25 people
still missing.
With rescue efforts wmd1ng
down, attention turned to thee timatcd
50,000 people nccdm11 """tancc to

up food rations wh1le the Greek govemmcnt distributed blankets and tents.
According to Greek government official Dimitris Reppas, 20,000
tents are being sent to the worst hit
northern suburbs.
Reppas also noted that 8,000
policemen would patrol the hardest hit
areas of Athens in order to prevent
looting.

Court rules facilities may
distribute cannabis

here ••• Improved PC Labs on Campus!

Stadeata and faculty have aoticed something aew this FaD while loggiug oa to the .JCU
network to access class mes, personal files aad e-m•D. lafonnation Services has
migrated aU classrooms and labs on campus to the WindowsNT platform. This will
allow for more Dedble, contemporary, user friendly access and operatioa. New features
iac:lade:
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Help Wanted:
Call Club

fu;_

X-Factor

Cheap Drinks llr Free Pool
Special Discounts for bar and restaurant
employees
Open Mic Night
Come hang out with Steve the Bartender
The BIGGEST mid-week Dance Party in the
Heights!
Specialty Drinks: $2.75
Fea1Urlng the rock sounds of Satire
JCU's own D], McBoogie & D] Stout spinning

~

Live Music

house & hip-hop
Big Drunk Dummy

Blue Monday~

Illu;_
~

just a Bar
Reggae Wednesday

IluiLt.. Live Music

Los Angeles Ttmes
A federal appeals court created a potentially
major opening in federal drug laws Monday, ruling that
medical marijuana centers may be allowed w distribute
cannabis if they can prove the drug is needed to protect
patients against imminent medical harm .
In its decision, the three judge panel of the ninth
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals said that a federal judge
should have considered patients medical needs for
marijuana when he ordered a cannabis club in Oakland
last year to stop distributing the drug.
The ruling means that the federal law is not an
absolute barrier to distribution of marijuana , said
University of Santa Clara law professor Gerald
Uelmen, who helped represent the Oakland center. It
requires couns to exercise discretion to look at the
circumstances of individual patients and weigh that
against public interests.
The court did not overturn U. S. District Judge
Charles Breyer's injunction against the club but said he
must consider the case again, taking into account
evidence that some patients need cannibis to treat
debilitating and life threatening conditions.
The decision could evenrually lead to the
Oakland Cannabis Buyers Cooperative and others
being allowed to distribute marijuana to some severely
ill patients, said Robert Raich, another attorney for the
center.
It may provide a method under federal law in
which medical patients, some medical patients, can be

provided with the medical cannabis they need legally, the
Oakland attorney said.
California voters approved Proposition 215 in
1996, which peimitted seriously ill patients to obtain and
use marijuana with their doctorsi recommendations
without being prosecuted under state law.
The Clinton administration, however, sued six
Northern California clubs on the grounds that a federal
ban on marijuana distribution prevails over the state
initiative.
Oakland's center stopped distributing marijuana,
three other clubs closed and two others are still open and
being monitored by federal authorities.
The court ruling comes in the wake of the collapse
of an effort by lawmakers in Sacramento to make
Proposition 2 l 5 more· workable by setting up a statewide
registry of medical marijuana users.
Faced with opposition from law enforcement and a
likely veto from Gov. Gray Davis, Democratic State Sen.
John Vasconcellos abandoned his efforts, at least for the
time being to win legislative approval of a registry. The
plan had been recommended by a special task force of law
enforcement officials and medical marijuana advocates
put together by state Attorney General Bill Lockyer in
January.
In the federal court case, attorneys had no
immediate comment Monday on whether they will appeal
the decision of the Ninth Circuit panel. Without an
appeal, the case would now return to Judge Breyer who
would have to recons1der his injunction against Oakland
enter after reviewing evidence that marijuana is a
necess1ty for some patients.
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2 weeks down, 11 0 weeks to go
Freshmen perspectives on JCU
BJ

Major:
Psychology
Year: Junior
Hometown:
Bellevue, OH
Favorite Movie:
"Space balls,"
"Austin Powers"
Favorite Food:
Steak
Involvement at
JCU: Baseball
Role Model: My
grandma
Favorite JCU
employee: Mrs.
Hocevar
Favorite thing
about JCU:
Friends
Pet Peeve about
about JCU: The
theft of five kegs
Motto: "lt's all
abour gerrin'

yours."

THE

HOT
SPOT

After bemg at John Carroll for
awlule, 11 easy to learn the ropes. But
for freshmen , everything is new and
different. There are new people, b1gger
parties. and harder classes Amy
Bissmeyer, Adam Feltes, Brian Flynn,
Megan King. Lindsay Montague, Matt
Murphy, Mark Prcpumik, Jacquelyn
Sanrek, and Jon Ste111er agreed 10 s11
down with feall/re.5 editor, Maureen
Liller and discuss their firs/ two week1·
of college. Here are some of their
thaughls and impressions of college
and ofJohn Carroll Umverslly.

s

9 River

Location:
Street

1. How helpful were
Freshmen First Days?

in Chagrin
1918

Falls and

East

Sixth Street in

It was helpful because it gave us

Cleveland.

a chance to meet more people.

Megan King
We didn't get enough time to do
things like set up our room or
even unpack.

Matt Murphy and
Lindsay Montague

What is it?

Amy Bissmeyer, Adam Feltes, Brian Flynn, Megan King, ··~'"'
Ltndsay Montague, Matt Murphy, Mark Preputnik, Jacquelyn
Santek, and Jon Steiner.

2. What was your favorite

activity at Freshmen First Days?
The inflatable games were cool.

Mark Preputnik
The ice cream social and pizza.
Just because it was another chance
to meet everyone.

Lindsay Montague
The alcohol and sex talk was very
informative and shocking. 1t really made us think
about drinking responsibly.

Jacquelyn Santek

3. Are you homesick?
l'm not depressed, but 1 do miss my
r~mi

y and my dog.

Amy Bissmeyer
1 haven't even called home yet. I've only called my
friends .

A

com-

pletely original sub
shop.

4. What has been your best night-life experience?

Who

After miss ing our ride to a party, George, the Dominoes pizza delivery guy, fit six of us into h is '89 Civic
and drove us all the way to the party. He wouldn't
even let us pay him.

good food and a fun

Mall Murphy

goes

there?

Anyone looking for

place to chill out.

Prices: For the

When we stole a taxi from upperclassmen and they
tried to beat us up.
·

Brian Flynn

quantity served, very
reasonable.

$4.95

for

a half sandwich and

5. What are some problems you've had
so far?
The only problem we've had is that the guy who lived
in our room last year calls at fQur in th
o
He said he's going to stop by and
beer in the fridge.

$7.95 for a whole
sandwich.

w;}e~b~e~tt~e;rl/h:a~v~e.:....t••llll. . . . . . . . . .. ...,.ii;;j;;.~:f-=--

Mark Preputnik and Brian Flynn
There's a lot of down time and the parties end early.

Jon Steiner

walls

are decorated

with posters of such
groups as The Doors,

Led Zeppelin, and

Adam Feltes

The Beatles. There

Eye on Ireland

are lava lamps,
guitars, and the
signatures of patrons

Aoife Finlay and Ciara·Jane Flanagan

The truth about <the troubles,
. Coming from Ireland, we didn't exactly know what to expect in relation to people's views on the present
StiUatlon m Northern Ireland. The contlt~t hasansen over a divide in people's opimons and the way in which
Northern Ireland should be governed. It tS mamly the Catholic and Protestant communities that differ m their
vtews. However, titS a small mmonty who have turned to violence as a means of solving the political dispute.
We.have found thro~gh no fault oftheu ow~. that the American image of Northern Ireland is not exactly a
posmve one. The bcltcfthat Northern Ireland ts something of a war zone is an all too often familiar misconcep~·on~ as man~ of our lrtsh colleagues throughout the states arc also discovering. For example, two friends studyJOg m ~~a~t were approached by a fellow student querying whether all the bombs and shooting was still going
down mire land. Much ltke the. two boys we thought that tt was very amusing, however, there is a serious side
underneath thts. We feel the mam reason for this interpretation of the situation in our homelands is due to media
coverage. We all know that tt ts rnamly bad news that makes the main headlines and Northern Ireland is no
exception. The murders, the bombs and the punishment beatings are all too often the focal point of media
attentiOn. Even ask yourself, when was the last ttme you saw something po itive about Northern Ireland on your
televtston scree~, over the air waves or in your local newspaper?
. Bemg qUtte a small province, Northern Ireland's development relies heavily on the tourist industry. The
mam.target market of~orthcrn lr~land,~ust lake the rest of the country, is the Amen can public . The potential for
vast economtc growth m thts. parttcular mdustry ts greatly hindered by the negative portrayal of the North. How
can anyone co~te~plate vtsttt~g a place where there appears to be constant bloodshed and political dispute?
What ~he medta fatls to mentiOn and what lies hidden from most American people are the many wonderful
attracbons that we have to ~ffer. Fnendl~ people, magnificent scenery, fine quality goods and services are all
JUSt a sample of what contnbutes to makmg Northern Ireland a unique province to experience.
One cannot deny that Northern Ireland has experienced more than its fair share of atrocities over the past
few decades. Thts August marked the first anniversary of what, through our eyes, appeared to be the worst scene
ofmhumamty tn the provmce during our lifetime. Thts was the Omagh Bombing in which 26 people lost th ·
and many more were injured. This cau cd much pain and devastation to the immediate families
and. the natton as a whole. Desptte thts destruct tOn, people of Northern Ireland have once again stood stro
a small minority ofthos_e,who are the cause of the conflict. For the past few years small but
steps have been made from pohttcal parttes on both sides of the divide trying to resolve the disagreement in a
peaceful mann:r. Although the peace proces has atttmes lut some tough penods, the spirit and determination of
the ~orthcm lnsh people has kept the process up and running. Through all the suffering comes hope communitiCS tn Northern Ireland have be~n brave and can accept that we can't dwell on the past and must Jo~k forward.
We have reahzcd that the future tS what you make it and we are detennined that it will be a bright an d prosperous
one.

~tves
agat~st

involv:~
significa:~

Although everyone has a role to play in the peace process, we see ourselves as the future of N rth

lre~and and aremtent on changing people's attitudes towards our province and what it stands for. Hope~II/~
wntmg !has arttcle we have begun to alter people's conception of Northern Ireland from one of violence and
destruclton to one of prospenty and hope.

Write
for

Features

everywhere.
What makes it so cool?

It's a REAL college
hangout. Something
John Carroll desperately needs. Plus, the
best subs I've ever

had.
Upcoming Events:
Look for other stores

Call

coming soon in
University Circle,
Public Square, and

Coventry. The goal
is to go nationwide.

Maureen
at X4398

Why you should
contact the people at
Fainnount Circle:
Carroll needs a place
like

this.

Dave says

he would be

willing

to stay open late to

THE CARROLL NEWS
the official newspaper of
the Jesuit University in
Cleveland

accomodate the
students.

Compiled by Maurceo Liller
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Last MTV Video Music
Awards of the millennium
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Katrina King
Staff Reporter
9.9.99. This was the night of
the lastl'viTV Music Video Award of
the century. Thousands offans waited
outside the Metropolitan Opera House
(MET). where the awards ceremony
took place, just to catch a glimpse of
their favorite performers.
The fun and festivities started
long before the show got underway.
Smash Mouth kicked off the pre-show
with their wildly popular song, "All
Star." Blink 182, best known for bear·
ing it all in the video for "What's My
Age Again?" performed twice.
When MTV asked who could
do the old opera trick of breakin g a
glass by singing, Tommy Lee took
matters into his own hands and stmply crushed it in his hand.
The day started out rainy, but
that didn 't ward off any screamin g
fans, nor did it stop stars from strutting their stuff. Puff Daddy and Jennifer Lopez caused a frenzy when
they walked into the MET hand tn
hand, thou gh both went home empty
handed. Other big names at the ceremony included David Bowie and
wife, lman, Kid Rock and Christina
Aguilera. who currently has the best
selling album on billboard charts.
MTV even dragged their audience shopping with pop princess
Britney Spears, who was fervently
searching for a sexy outfit. When
asked how low a neckline and belt line
can plunge. Spears response was simply put, "Why bother wearing anything at am··
Host Chris Rock started the
show off with a bang - he opened fire
on the night's favontes. Jennifer
Lopez, who was nominated tour times
for"lfYou Had My Love," found her·

self the butt of some Rock jokes.
"Jennifer Lopez took two limos
tonight. One for her and one for her
ass," Rock JOked.
Ricky Martin also got a taste of
Rock's wrath when Rock suggested in
a not so subtle way that Man in needed
to find a new hit. Martin had the opportuniry to defend himself when he won
the first award of the evening for Best
Dance Video. The Backstreet Boys,
who are no strangers to public scrutiny,
were red faced when Rock asked which
one of them would be impregnating
Britney Spears.
No maner if you are a die hard
rock fan, a hardcore rap fan , or a groupie
pop fan, th e performances at the Awards
surely pleased the masses. Kid Rock
was the first pcrfonner of the evening
and surprised the audience with special guests Run DMC and Aerosmith.
Lauryn Hill delighted the audience and
Ricky Martin "shook his bon-bon" to
the medley ofhts current hit "She'sAll
I Ever Had."
Crowd favorites included Jay-Z,
who won for Best Rap Video, Fat Boy
Slim, who took home the award for
Breakthrough Video and Nine [nch
Nails, who made their long awaited return to the MTV forefront. Britney
Spears and 'N Sync performed together,
though both left empty handed. The
Artist formerly known as Prince was
asked to perform "Party Like It's 1999,"
but refused so that he could introduce
his favorite group - TLC.
Although TLC won the award
for Best Group Video, they voiced their
di s appomtmcnt at no t w\nnl n g th e

People's Choice Awards, the most
sought after award of the night . The
People's Choice Award went to the
Backstreet Boys. Decked out in leather,
the boys stepped out of their bubble

gum pop image and rocked the crowd
with their new track "Larger Than
Life." Dr. Ore and Snoop Dog joined
rapper Eminem, who won the "kiss of
death award" a.k.a. Best Nc\v Artist, on
stage.
The Video Mustc Awards are
known for expecting the unexpected
and thts year was no exception. Pamela
Lee's tiny waist and much-publicized
chest were nothing compared to the
oversized pink, fuzzy hat she donned.
However, Tommy Lee couldn't be outdone. He came in his birthday suit, cov·
ered only by a trench coat. Apparently
the two have reconciled because
Tommy proposed to Pam. for the second time, at the award ceremony. Pam
said "yes."
Lil' Kim's jaw dropping outfit
consisted of a sparkly, purple jump suit
that wasn't quite big enough to cover
up her ri ght breast, which she covered
wtth a shell sticker. Even diva Diana
Ross asked her "what are you wearing,"
as she gave the sticker a little poke.
Madonna won Best Video from
a Movie for her hit " Beautiful Stranger."
After greeting her many drag queen
look alikes, from the Material Girl days
to her sleeker looks, she proclaimed "It
takes a real man to be me." The reigning pop diva was given the honor of introducing surprise guest Pau l
McCartney.
Other winners included Will
Smith for Best Male Video, Kom for
Best Rock Video and the award for Best
Hip Hop Video went to the Beastie
Boys.
If you happened t o mi ss th e
M'I'V
"'lft~~tic ~. "YYU -eu
catch its many, many repeats. As Limp
Bizkit's Fred Durst exclaimed, "It was
a great night - the awards of the mtl lcnnium!"
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Coming flttractions
Concerts
9/16/99
Robert Palmer at the Odeon, 8 p.m., S27 .50
9117/99

Tender Bllndspot, lost at the Odeon, 8 p.m., SS
9/19/99
Trlckg, OJ Genaslde 2, Stroke at the Odeon, 8 p.m.,
Sl 9.50 adu., S22 day of

mouies
Random Hearts

(Columbia Pictures)

Jakob the Uar

(Columbia Pictures)

mumford

[Touchstone Pictures)

mysten., ftlaska

[Hollywood Pictures]

Pages
The Girl Who loued Tom Gordon, by Stephen lUng
Tara Road, by fflaebe Blnchy
Harry Potter: ~rlsoner of flzkaban. by J.K Rowllng
· T•'*"""'._.~WIIr.MiiWIIWi!Niilllli1.PIIIIiiM!IIfl!il_ _,~,~~

Peel my loue like an Onion, by Rna Castillo

Tony Award winner featured at Play House
"The Last Night of Ballyhoo" directed by Spin City's resident therapist
Theresa Jurak
Staff Reporter
lf you know the name of
Michael J. Fox's therapist on "Spin
City," then you already have a connection to "The Last Night of" Ballyhoo," the inaugural play for the Cleve·
land Play House's 1999-2000 season.
The rest dent therapist of"Spin City,"
Mark Nelson, changed gears to become the director of"Ballyhoo."
The play, which won the Tony
Award for Best Play in 1997 , is the
story of the Freitags, a prominent Jewish family in 1939 Atlanta. This
comic talc involves the antics of
matchmaking Boo Levy and her sister-in-law Reba, who are detennined
to find Boo's daughter a suitable date
for the annual Ballyhoo Ball.
Written by Alfred Uhry, a
Southern Jew himself. the play was
penned for the Cultural 0 Jympiad
during the 1996 Atlanta Olympic
Games. Uhry is the only playwright
to ever win a triple crown, which consiSLS of an 0 car, a Tony and a Pulitzer
Prize. In 199 8 he e:~rned the Pulitzer
Prize for Drama and an Oscar for Best
Screenplay for " Driving Miss Dai y,"
and he recently won hi Second Tony
for writing the book for the Broadway musical " Parade."
Uhry applied his award-winning talent s to this unique play
through the use of humor to ring to
the forefront such topics as social
standing and discrimination.
"Uhry uses comedy to tackle

the issue of di sc rimination, " says
elson, "the Frcitags sit at the top of
an internal class structure that existed
among Southern Jews at the time. They
are prejudiced against their own kind
and purposely ignorant of their religious
or ethnic heritage." He continues,
.. Uhry explores how this self-loathing
fuels discrimination . Yet, the play is
incredibly funny. It's a witty, affectionate portrait of Jewish life in the south,
one for which he doesn't apologize."
Nelson who most recently directed "The Batting Cage" at the Berkhirc Theatre Festival and the offBroadway revival of" June Moon," has
also won an Obie Award for his por·
trayal of Albert Einstein in Steve
Martin's "Picasso at the Lapin Agile."
From Sept. 23 through Oct. 24
audience members can see actors Darrie
Lawrence, Mike Hartman and Mara
Stephens as the lead roles of "Ballyhoo." Lawrence, whose credits include
the role ofMa Joad in the Play House's
"The Grapes of Wrath," stars as fussy
Boo Levy. She most recently appeared
on Broadway in '"Buried Child," directed by Gary Sinise. Hartman , a Play
House Associate Artist, plays family
patrtarch Adolph Fret tag. Hartman has
starred in past Play House productions,
including "Twelve Angry Men,"
"Picasso at the Lapin Agile" and "The
Imaginary Invalid." Twenty-year-old
Lala Levy is portrayed by Stephens,
who appeared in the original cast of the
Broadway musical "Titanic."
The supporting cast includes

Laura Klein, Kris Carr, Paul Cassell and
Daniel Pearce.
"The Last Night of Ballyhoo"
runs until the end of October, with preview performances on Sept . 21·23.
Show times are Tuesday through Friday at 8 p.m., Saturday matinees and
evenings at4 p.m. and 8 p.m., and Sunday matinees at 2 p.m. Special show
times for Sept. 30 and Oct 5 are I :30
and 7 p.m., respectively. To order tickets, call the Cleveland Play House ticket

office at (216)795-7000. Prices for
Tuesday· Thursday and all matinees
are $33, Friday and Saturday eve·
nings arc $39, and preview tickets
cost $26.
As an added bonus, the Cleveland Play House Art Gallery will fea·
ture a showing of 1939 movie post·
ers from Sept. 21 through OcL 24.
Replicas of posters from "Gone with
the Wind," Bette Davis' "Dark Vic·
tory," "The Wizard of Oz," Gary

Grant's "Gunga Din," and "Stagecoach" with John Wayne will be on
display. Admission ts free to this
event.
On Oct. 7, the Play House will
hold" The Cultural Heritage of South·
em Jews," a pre-curtain dtscussion
from 7:15-7:45 p.m .. prior to that
night's performance of "The Last
ight of Ballyhoo." This free event
is being held in the Studto One Theater.

For Your Information ...
Since being a college student is usually synonymous with being broke, tl is good news that many
establishments offer student discounts. Theaters are no exception, but
you might need a little luck to score
some bucks off. Here is the lowdown
on a few companies and their policies.
Agora Theater· The theater docs not give a student discount
on a regular basts, but with certain
shows they will offer a price break to
students. Those shows will be pe·
cially advertised. Call for mformation at (216)881-6700.
Brick Alley Theater- Tickets can be purchased at Advantix, or
at WNW tjckets,corn, but there is no
mention of a discount. Day-of·show
tickets can only be purchased at the
box office. The box office number is
(216)24 1-6000 .

Playhouse Square- They
do give a student discount, but once
again, it depends on the show. Currently, the Broadway productions
will not have any discounted tickets. Information can be found on
their website or by calling (216)
771-8403.
Cleveland Play HouseDtscounts are avaalable on the day
of the show at the box office, which
opens at I 0 a.m. The staff recom·
mends that students call the day of
the show to sec i fthere are scats left,
since tickets can only be purchased
at the Play House. The number is
(2 t6)795-7000. For purchase, students must bnng their JCU JD, plus
the name , addresses, cttics, states,
phone numbers and ID's of everyone else that they are purchasing
tickets for.

.\t
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2 weeks down , 110 weeks to go
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Freshmen perspect ives on JCU

Major:
Psychology
Year: Junior
Hometown:
Bellevue, OH
Favorite Movie:
"Spaceballs,"
"Austin Powers"
Favorite Food:
Steak
Involvement at
JCU: Baseball
Role Model: My
grandma
Favorite JCU
employee: Mrs.
Hocevar
Favorite th ing
about JCU:
Friends
Pe t Peeve about
about JCU: The
theft of five kegs
Motto: "It's all
about gettin '
yours."

Afler bemg a t John Carroll fo r
awhile, it .\- easy to learn th e ropes. Bur
for fresh men, everylhmg IS new and
diflerem. There are new people, bigger
parlws, and harder classes. Amy
Bissmeye1; Adam Feltes, Brian F(ynn,
Mega n Ki11g, Lindsay Montague, Matt
Murphy. Mark Preputnik. Ja cque/)'"
Samek, and Jon Stein er agreed to s11
down wuh features edt tor. Maureen
Liller and discuss their first two weeks
of college Here ore some of I heir
thoug h Is and tmpress10ns of college
and ofJohn Carroll University.

HOT

SPOT

Location; 9 River
Street in Chagrin
Falls and 1918 East
Sixth Street in

1. How helpful were
Freshmen First Days?
It was he lpfu l b ecause it gave us

Cleveland_

a chance to meet m o re peop le.

M egan King
We didn ' t get enoug h time to do
things like set up o ur ro o m o r
even unpack.

Matt Murphy and
Lindsay Montague

What is it? A completely original sub
Amy Bissmeyer, Adam Feltes, Brian Flynn, Megan King,
'"'
Lrndsay Montague, Matt Murphy, Mark Preputnik, Jacquelyn
Santek, and Jon Steiner.

2. What was your favorite
activity at Freshmen First Days?

4. What has been your best night-life experience?

The inflatable games were cool.

After m issing o ur r ide to a p arty, George, the Dominoes pi zza de livery g uy, fit six of us into h is '89 Civic
a nd drove us a ll the way to the p arty. H e wou ldn 't
even let us pay him .

Mark Prepulnik
T he ice cream socia l and p izza.
Just because it was another chance
to meet everyone.

Lindsay Montague
The alcohol and sex talk was very
informative and shocking. It really m ade us think
about drinking responsibly.

sho p.
Who goes there?
Anyone looking fo r
good food and a fun
place to chill out.
Prices: For the

Matt Murphy
When we stole a taxi from uppe rclass m en and they
tried to beat us up.
·

Brian Flynn

Ja cquelyn Salllek

quantity served, very
reasonable. $4- 95 for
a half sandwich and
$7.95 for a whole
sandwich.

3. Are you homesick?
l'm not depressed, but l do miss my
ami ly and my dog.

· Amy Bissmeyer
I haven ' t even calle d ho m e yet. I' ve o nl y called my
fri ends .

ARTS
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Last MTV Video Music
Awards of the millennium
Katrina King
S taff Reporter
9.9.99 . This was the night of
the last MTV Mus ic Video Awa rds of
the cenrury. Thousands offans waited
ou tside the Metropoli tan Opera House
(MET), where the awards ceremony
took place, just to catch a glimpse of
their favorite performers.
The fun and fest iviti es started
long before the show got und erway.
Smash Mouth kicked off the pre-show
with their wi ldly popular song, "A ll
Star." Blink 182, best kn own fo r bearing it all in the vi deo fo r " Wha t 's My
Age Agai n?" performed tw ice .
When MTV asked who could
do the old opera trick of breakin g a
glass by si nging, Tommy Lee took
matters into his own hands an d simply crushed it in his hand.
The day started out ra iny, but
that didn 't ward ofT any screaming
fans, nor did it stop stars from s trutting their smfT. Puff Daddy and Jcnni fer Lo pez cau sed a frenzy when
they walked into the MET h a nd in
hand , though both went ho me e mpty
handed. Other big names at th e ceremony included Davi d Bowie and
wife, !man, Kid Rock and Christina
Agui lera, who cu rrentl y has th e best
selling album on billboard charts .
MTV even dragged th eir audience sho pp ing with pop prin cess
B ritney Spears, who was fervently
search ing for a sexy outfit. When
asked how low a neckli ne and belt li ne
can plunge, Spears res ponse w as simp ly put, "Why bother wear in g anything at all ?"
Hos t Chris Rock started the
show ofT w ith a bang- he open e d fire
on the night ' s favo ri tes. Jennifer
Lopez, who was nominated four times
fo r " I fYou Had My Love," found her-

self the butt of some Rock jokes.
" Jennife r Lopez took two limos
tonight. O ne fo r her and one for her
ass," Rock joked.
R tcky Martin also got a taste of
Rock's wrath when Rock suggested in
a n ot so subtl e way that Martin ne eded
to find a new hit . Martin had the opportunity to defend himself when he won
the fir st award of the evening fo r Best
D ance Vi deo. The Backstreet Boys,
who are no strangers to public scrutiny,
were red faced when Rock asked w hich
one of them would be impregnating
Britney Spears.
No matte r if you are a die hard
rock fan, a hard core rap fan, or a groupie
pop fan , the performances at the Awards
surely pleased the masses. Kid Rock
w as the f trst performer of the eveni ng
a nd surpri sed the audi ence w ith spec i al guests Run DMC and Aerosmith.
Lauryn Hill delighted the audience and
Ricky Martin "shook his bon-bon" to
the medl ey of hi s current hit "She's All
I Ever Had."
Crowd favorites included Jay-Z,
w h o wo n for Best Rap Video, Fat Boy
Slim, who took home the award for
B r eak through Video and Nine Inch
Na ils, who made their long awaite d return to the MT V fo refront. Britney
Spears and 'N Sync perform ed togethe r,
though both left empty handed. The
Arti st formerly known as Prince was
asked to perform " Party Like It 's 1999,"
but refused so that he co uld introduce
h1 s favonte group - TLC .
Although TLC won the award
for Best Group Video, they votced the1r
d isappo intmen t a t not win n in g t h e

gum pop image and rocked the crowd
wit h their new track "Larger Than
Life." Dr. Dre and Snoo p Dog jomed
rapper Eminem , who won the "ki s of
death aw ard" a.k.a. Best Ne\v Arti St, on
stage.
The V1deo M u ic Awards ar e
known for expecting the unexpected
and this year was no exception. Pamela
Lee's tiny watst and much-publicized
chest were nothing com pared to the
oversized pink, fuzzy hat she donned.
H owever, Tommy Lee coul dn 't be outdone. He came in his birthday suit, covered only by a trench coat. Apparently
the two hav e reco nc iled b e cause
Tommy proposed to Pam , for the second time, at the award ceremony. Pam
said "yes ."
Li I' Ki m 's jaw dropping out fit
consisted of a sparkly, purp le jump suit
th at wasn' t quite big enough to cover
up her right breast, which she covered
with a shell sticker. Even diva Diana
Ross asked her "what are you wearing,"
as she gave the ticker a little poke.
Madonna won Best Video from
a Movie for her hit "Beautiful Stranger."
After greeting her many drag queen
look alikes, from the Material Girl days
to her sleeker looks, she proclaimed " It
takes a real man to be me. " The reigning pop di va was given the honor of intro du cin g surp ri se guest Pa ul
Mc Ca rtn ey.
Other wi nn ers incl ude d Will
Smith for Best Male Video, Kom for
Best Rock Video and th e award for Best
Hip Hop V1deo went to the Beastie
Boys.
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Coming Httractions
Concerts
9/16/99
Robert Palmer at the Odeon, 8 p.m., S21 .50
911 7/99

Tender 6llndspot, l ost at the Odeon, 8p.m., $5
9/19/99
Trick~.

OJ Genaslde 2, Stroke at the Odeon, 8 p.m.,
Sl 9.50 adu., 522 day of

mouies
Random Hearts

(Columbia Pictures)

Jakob the Uar

(Columbia Pictures)

mumford

[Touchstone Pictures)

ffi']stery, ftlaska

[Hollywood Pictures]

Pages
The Girl Who Loued Tom Gordon. by Stephen lUng

Tara Road, bg maebe Blnchy
HamJ Potter: Prisoner of Hzkaban. by J.K Rawling

l f you ha ppen ed t o n11 ss the

People 's Choice Awards, the most

~

s o ught a fter award of the night. The
People's Cho ice Award went to the
Backs treet Boys. Decked out in leather,
the boys stepped out of their bubble

catch its many, many repeats. As Limp
Bizkit's Fred Durs t exclaimed, "It was
a great night the awards of the millennium! "

.~~·,·~~~~~~~~-

Peel my Loue Like an Onion, by Hna Castillo

Tony Award winner featured at Play House

Write
for
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"The Last Night of Ballyhoo" directed by Spin City's resident therapist
it so cool?
It's a REAL college
hangout. Something

What makes

John Carroll desperately needs_ Plus, the
best subs I've ever

had.

Call

Upcoming Events:
Look for other stores
coming soon in
University Circle,
Public Square, and

Coventry. The goal
is to go nationwide.

Maureen
at X4398

THE CARROLL NEWS
the official newspaper of
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Cleveland

Why you should
contact the people at
Fainnount Circle:
Carroll needs a place
like this. Dave says
he would be willing

to stay open late to
accomodate the
students.

Compiled by Maureen Liller

Theresa Jurak
Staff Reporter
If you know the nam e of
Michael J. Fox's therapist on "Spin
City," then you already have a connection to " The Last N ight of Ballyhoo," the inaugural play for the Cleveland Play House 's 1999-2000 s eason .
The resident th erapist of "Spin C ity,"
Mark Nelson, changed gear s to become the director of" Ball yh oo."
The play, whi ch won the Ton y
Award for Best Play in 1997, is the
story of the Freitags, a promin e nt Jewis h famil y in 1939 A tlan ta. This
co mic ta le in vo lves the ant ics o f
matchmaki ng Boo Levy and h er sister-in-law Reb a, who are det ermined
to find Boo's daugh ter a sutta bl e date
for the annua l Ballyhoo Ball.
Wr itten by A lfred U h ry, a
Southem Jew him self, the play was
penned for the Cultu ral 0 lympiad
dunng the 1996 At lan ta O l ym pic
Games. Uhry is the only playwright
to ever win a trip le crown, wh i ch consists of an Oscar, a To ny and a Pulitzer
Prize. In 1998 he earned the Pul itzer
Prize for Drama and an Oscar for Best
Screenplay for "Driving Miss Daisy,"
and he recently won his second Tony
for writing the book for the Broadway musical "Parade."
Uhry applied his award-winning talents to t his unique p lay
through the u e of humor to ring to
the forefro nt such topics as socia l
standing and discrimina tion .
"Uhry uses comedy to tackle

t he issue of discrim inatio n," say s
Nelson, " the rreitags sit at the to p of
an internal class strucru re that existed
a mo ng Southern Jews at the time. They
a re prejudiced agai nst their own kind
and purposely ignorant of their religious
or ethnic he ritage." He co nt inues,
" Uhry explores how th is self-loathing
fue ls discrimination. Yet, the pl ay is
inc red ibly funny. It's a witty, affecti on ate portrait of Jewish li fe in th e south,
o ne for which he doesn't apol ogize."
Ne lson who most recently directed "T he Batting Cage" at th e Berksh ire Thea tre F es tival and the offBroadway revival of "Junc Moon," has
also won an Obie Award for his portr aya l o f A lb ert Einstei n tn S teve
Mart in' s "Picasso at the Lapin Agile."
From Sept. 23 through Oct. 24
audience members can see actors Darrie
Lawrence, Mike Hartman and Mara
Stephens as th e lead roles of "Ballyhoo." La wrence, whose credits include
the ro le of Ma load in the Play House's
"The Grapes of Wrath," stars as fussy
Boo Levy. She most rece ntl y appeared
o n Broadway in "Buried Ch ild,'' di rected by Gary Smise. Hartman, a Play
House Associate Arti t, plays fatni ly
patriarc h Adolph Freitag. Hartman has
starred in past Play House producuons,
including "Twelve Angry Men, "
"Picasso at the Lapm Agile" and "The
l magmary Invalid." Twenty-year-old
Lata Levy is portrayed by Stephens ,
w ho appeared in the original cast ofthe
Broadway musical "Titanic."
The supporting cast inc ludes

Laura Klei n, Kri s Carr, Paul Cassell and
Daniel Pearce .
"Th e Last Night of Ballyhoo"
run s unti l the end of October, with preview perfo rmances on Sept. 21-23.
Show times arc Tuesday through Friday at 8 p.m., Saturday matinees and
evenin gs at 4 p.m. and 8 p.m. , and Sunday matinees at 2 p.m. Spec ial show
times for Sept. 30 and Oct. 5 are 1:30
and 7 p. m., respectively. To order tickets, call the Cleveland Play House ticket

office at (2 16)795-7000. Prices for
Tuesday-Thursday and all matinees
are $33, Friday and Satu rday evenings are $39, and preview tickets
cost $26.
As an added bonus, the Cleveland Play House Art Gallery will fearure a showing of 1939 movie posters from Sept. 21 through Oct. 24.
Replicas of posters from "Gone with
the Wind," Bette Davis' "Dark Victo ry, " " The Wi zard of O z," G a ry

Grant's "Gunga Din ," and "Stagecoach" with John Wayne will be on
display. Admiss ion is free to this
event.
On Oct. 7, the Play House will
hold " The Culrural Heritage of Southem Jews," a pre-curtain di scussion
from 7: 15- 7:45 p.m., prio r to that
nig ht's perfo rmance of " The Last
Night of Ball yhoo." T his free event
is being held in the S rudi o One Theater.

For Your Information •••
Since being a college srudent is usual ly synonymous with being broke, it is good news that many
establishments offer student discounts. Theaters are no exception, but
you might need a little luck to score
some bucks off. Here is the lowdown
on a few compantes and their policics.
Agora The ater- The theater does not give a student discount
on a regu lar basis, but with certain
shows they w11l offer a price break to
students. T hose shows will be specially advertised. Call for informal10n at (216)88 1-6700.
Brick A lley T heater- Tickets can be purchased at Advantix, or
at www,tjckets com, but there is no
mention of a discount. Day-of-show
tickets can only be purchased at the
box office. The box office number is
(216)241-6000.

Playhouse Square- T hey
do give a srudent discount, but once
again, it de pends on the show. Current ly, the Broadway productions
will not have any discounted tickets. Tnfonnation can be found on
their website or by calling (216)
771 -8403 .
Cleveland Play HouseDiscount are available on the day
of the show at the box office, which
opens at I 0 a.m. The staff recommends that students call the day of
the show to see tftherc are seats left,
since t1ckets can only be purchased
at the Play House. The number is
(216)795-7000 . For purchase, students must bring their JCU JD, plus
the names, addresses, cities, states,
phone numbers and !D's of everyone else that they are purchasing
ticke ts for.

at ~a112mount CJQCL€
206t6 no. paRk sl vb.
shakER hts .. oh 44 11
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Tender Blindspot to play at the Odeon
Cleveland-based band is a must see
Laura Bia
Arts Editor
Their meeting was fate, their
mus1c 1s profound. It was 1994 when
the members ofTendcr Bhndspot were
concentratmg on their h1gh school studtcs and were mtdway through thetr first
demo. Wtth music as a common
ground, the band qutckly formed a crcati\c bond that allowed for their mustc to bccom nchly complex and Illtense
Alive and kicking today, Tender
Blmdspot has pcrststcd through five
years of playing the Cleveland music
scene and conunucs to ~educe audiences altke.
They started out with a large
following, consisting mamly of fncnds
and fellow htgh school students and
mday, 11 conunues ro grow.
Most recently, they opened for
b1g shows at Eucltd Tavern, tltctr new
home away from home. They have
played with The Clarks, a Pittsburgh
based band and Our Lady Peace.
In 1998, Tender Blindspot recetvcd a nommation for best PopiRock
group from Scene. Cleveland's premier
entertainment music weekly. That
same year, they also released the album ··saturnine," though they have
since changed their sound.
"We wanted to become more
upbeat. 'Sarurnine' is too melancholy,"
says drummer T.J. Wtchmann. Thctr
mustc now has more of a rock 'n roll
edge, with some pop and punk mtxed
into the musical equation.

Tender Blindspot has developed over the past five yean;, undergomg stgntficant changes with the
addition of bass player Brandon
Lozano and the departure of the origtnal lead guttanst and the ongma\
bassist. Ltz Wtttman continues to
blend her poetic, airy voice with Adam
Prcstak's blaztng guttar and T.J.
Wichmann's unique rhythm on drums.
Prestak ts the one who actually
thought up the name Tender Blmdspot.
While takmg his driver's test, he was
nervous about hitting another car because of his blindspot. He began to
reali7e that life, especially relationships and break ups arc extremely
fragile or tender. Hence , Tender
Bltndspot.
The band has an ama?tng
chcmtstry and credits 11 to the fact that
they all have very separate lives.
Prestak attends Tri-C and Wichmann
attends John Carroll; Lozano and
Wittman both have day jobs. Though
the band is important to each member. so is having a hfe outside of it.
Tender Blindspot began touring
outside of the Cleveland area last
spring and spent the summer touring
up and down the East Coast. They htt
every major state down to Florida and
back up again , stopping at different
cities each time.
Wichmann kept a journal of
their summer tour, writing about their
shows, the bands· relationship and
their crazy adventures they experienced on the road,

SOAP
DISH
All My Children: After finding Dmitri's coffin empty, David
assumed Alex had cremated his body to cover up foul play. But later,
Alex took him to Dmitri who was criously ill. Opal accused Marian
ofsnubbmg her now that she' no longer Palmer's wife. David railed
at his mother for mistreating Petey. Tad chided Dixie for wanting to
have a baby at the risk of her life. Alex told Edmund of an experimental treatment that can prolong Dmitri's life but not improve it.
Days of Our Lives: Sami felt jealous over Austin and Carrie's
growing closeness. Hope sensed her inner voice was crying out for
help when her father (Doug) triggered old memories. Belle was
attracted to Brandon, while Billie was drawn to Nicholas. Later,
Brandon worried that Nicole was drinking too much. Princess Gina's
casket was exhumed.
General Hospital: Helena began to react to the antidote Faison gave
her. Carly blamed Hannah for Sonny' arrest. Bobbie called 911
wh en she realized how seriously Jerry had been hurt in the car crash.
After Feltcm filled Luke in on Faison's activities, Luke refused to
give Faison the diamonds and left him with a chilling threat. Nikolas
told Katherine he' ll do what he must for his child. Jerry proposed to
Bobb1e before going into a sudden seizure.
As the World Tllrns: Reid was enmeshed in his own lies and
manipulations. Denise made the ultimate sacrifice. Margo's plan to
protect Eddie took an unexpected tum. Barbara was forced to think of
Parker's best interests.
Guiding light: Pilar prepared to have Ben removed from her life.
Meanwhile, Selena made a discovery about Ben that could change
everything Jesse and Drew reconnected. Danny, Michelle, Matt and
Jim faced a ftring squad. Reva thought about Richard 's proposal
while Josh threatened to leave San Cristabel on his own.
One Life to Live: Viki ran off after Skye said she's Ben's wife. Skye
later told him she never liled for their annulment. Bo and Lindsay
agreed to give their relationship another chance. Sam considered
whether to tell Bo and Nora how Lindsay witched Bo 's sperm test
results. Hen asked Sam to help him annul his marriage to Skye.
Lmdsay dtdn't tell Donan what she tound that could be linked to
Dorian's ''haunting." Grace and Kevm tgnorcd Rae's warning about
their relationship. Later, Rae and John discovered a link between her
and the rapist. Max confronted Asa over Blair.
The Bold and the Beautiful: C.J was cunous about the reason
Amber seemed threatened by Becky. Meanwhile, Becky tried to
come to terms with Amber's reason for why baby Eric would be
better orr as part of the Forre ters. Kimberly fantasized about Rick
whtle G1ovanm had Kunberly on hts mind. Taylor' condition
contmucd to worry Rtdge.

Soccer wins upset
Dan Emstberger
Staff Reporter
One goal equaled one win for
the John Carroll men's soccer team after thetr first week of action.
The Blue Streaks made the goal
count. This lone goal allowed them to
upset Kenyon College, the fifth ranked
team m the Gn;at Lakes Regton, on
Saturday It wa. thetr first game at the
Four Points heraton Harborfront Classic that took place at Frcdonta State

to come back on Saturday for the home
opener.
Besides having thCJr top goalkeeper out, the offense suffered a blow
this weekend when Cavalier InJured
hts ankle. It i ·expected that his ankle
will be ready to play on by the home
opener as well.
Jumot Dean Bonarou. ts confident that the Blue Streaks wtll still
reach their goal for the ·eason.
··our goal is to get a btd m the
OAC Tournament," Bonaroti said.
(NY).
Last year's leadmg scorer, Brian "We've been plagued by tnjurtes so far
Cavahcr, started nght where he left off tillS season, but we are all sttll focm.ed
last year. He gat ned control of the ball on the goal we set for oursch•es bein front of Kenyon's n~t wtth 3:56 re- fore the season started "
The Blue Streaks will visit Penn
maining in the game, and put it pa t
the Lords' goalkeeper, J.B. Pccorak. It State l.mivcrsity-Bchrcnd on Wedneswas Cavalier's 14'' goal ofhts career. day PSU B"hrcnd was r<!sponstblc for
JCU hung on for the 1-0 upset endmg John Carroll's 55-match unof the fifth ranked team Ill the Great beaten streak at home with a 1-0 wm
last year (September 22. 199R).
Lakes Region.
Two John Carroll volleyball players go up to block against Oberlin last week in the Don Shu/a
JCU rclllrns home to host
While the men's soccer team did
Sports Center. The Blue Streaks won the match in five games.
come away with an imprcsstvc Will, Oemson tim Saturday on the front
they did so wtth a lack of offenstvc quad at I :00 p.m. The only common
opponent between the Blue Streaks
pre ence.
This offensive draught has been and Denison, CWRU, was blanked by
characteristic of the Blue Streaks thus 2-0 by Denison.
falling to host BW in four games, 15- game (4.34).
Rona Proudfoot
far this season. They have been held
Junior
Autumn
Budrys
turned
Ass1stant Sports Editor
13,3-15,6-15, 13-15.
John Carroll University volley"l thought we played hard in in 27 blocks over the span of six scoreles in two of their first three
ball coach Gretchen Weitbrecht has set games one and four [against BW)," matches this week to lead the OAC games.
In their opener at Case Western
some lofty goals for her team.
Weitbrecht said. "But we had too large with an average of 1.15 blocks per
Re erve University last Wednesday, the
She'd ltke to exceed the twenty- of a lapse in berween. ft may have game.
Freshman Kristi Branam posted JCU offense failed to put ny in the net.
win plateau and contend for the con- been because of our five-game match
ference championship.
with Grove City, but the bottom line a team-best .271 hitting percentage for Tom Rennie got the start in goal for
And while the Blue Streaks are is we weren't playing as well as we the week. Branam's mark is due the Blue Streaks. Rennie had eight
largely to her 23-kill performance in saves in John Carroll's first Joss of the
well on their way with an 8-3 record could have been."
and their best start in five years,
"We can set all the goals we JCU's five-game win over Oberlin last season. The Spartans moved past the
Blue Streaks 1-0.
Weitbrecht is hesitant to make com- want," Weitbrecht continued. "But we Wednesday.
The JCU men's soccer team put
parisons to that 1994 squad that fin- still have to beat our cross-town rival."
"We'll be facing tougher comthis
first
loss behind them and focused
ished the season with 31 wins and an
JCU welcomed the return of petition this week," Weitbrecht said.
"Eli te Eight" showing in the NCAA sophomore setter Maureen Bachtel "The four teams in our pool have all on their big match with Kenyon.
Freshman goa lk eeper. Jim
Division lTl tournament.
who had missed the first week of the been NCAA qualifiers in the past. It's

·volleyball has best start since 1994
Members of Tender Blindspot include (from L to R) : TJ. Wichmann, Adam Prestak, Liz Wittman
and Brandon Lozano. The three original band members met in high school. Lozano joined the
band in the fall of 1998.
"! don't know how real rock
star :S can handle seeing the same
people (fellow band members) day in
and day out and ... 11ot break up. But,
when !look down at the crowd and see
them singing our lyrics, I know that I
especially love these three people. It
makes it all worthwhile. "

This excerpt
from T.J.
Wichmann's journal of Tender
Blindspot's summer tour is one of
many he has compiled. Look for more
excerpts from his journal in upcoming Carroll News issues.
You can see the real thing this
Friday at the Ode on. Tender Blindspot

o e
and Murphy is magic
Jim Vogel
The Carroll News
Have you ever received a letter from a Fed Ex truck? If you have
then you're important. At least, that's
the way that producer/director
wannabe Bobby Bowfinger thinks
things work in the hilarious new comedy entitled "Bowfinger." Bowfinger,
played wonderfully by Steve Martin
("Father of the Bride," "The Jerk,"
"Parenthood") , i forty-nine years old
and over the years he has acquired a
small, but passionate, following of two
actors, one screenwriter/accountant,
and various other odd-jobs members
of Hollywood's lowest class.
When a decent script, entitled
"Chubby Rain," with a killer catch
phrase comes out of the group,
Bowfinger is going all out to make this
film. To convince Hollywood executives, like Robert Downey, Jr., to release and distribute his movie, the lead
role of Keith must be played by the
mdustry's No. I leading man, the eccentric Kit Ramsey, played by Eddie
Murphy ("Coming to America," "The
Nutty Professor,"" Trading Places").
However, there are a few things
misconstrued (it is a comedy you
know) and Kit refuses to look at the
script. Of course, somethmg like that
wouldn't stop our hero, would it?
After filming begins, without Kit's
knowledge that this is happening,
things arc starting to work out.
AII these raving lunatics that
run at him talking about aliens further
disturb Ramsey's already troubled
persona and he is forced to travel into
deep seclusion. To keep filmmg.
Bow finger hires the huge nerd, and Kit
look-alike, Jiff (also played by
Murphy) to act as a stand in and coffee boy. The only other thing giverr
away in thts article is pay attention to

the Laker-girls part in this film.
Martin and Murphy are excellent in the three main roles, but that
doesn't mean that the rest of the cast
won't send you home laughing. Graham is as "shagadelic" as ever in her
role as the young girl who is literally,
fresh offtbe bus from Ohio. Baranski
is perfect in her part as the diva that
never really was a diva . Jamie
Kennedy may not look familiar under
his less psychotic view of movies .
Even in the "Scream" movies, his
character Randy was a lot more funny
than scary. He knows the rules of surviving in comedy as well as those of
surviving a horror flick.
When the opening credits role
by, don't miss the unexpected director, Frank Oz. Who knew thi s guy did
motion pictures without a green puppet named Yoda in them? The man
whose work is known by every Star
Wars fan in the galaxy is an accomplished director on the Hollywood
scene. Beheve it or not, this puppeteer bas directed "Dirty Rotten Scoundrel," " Housesitter" (both starring
Martin), and "In & Out."· He also does
the voice of your fa vorite ninjaMuppet, Miss Piggy.
This movie which Oz called, "a
parody or satire on Hollywood",
makes people wonder, "Did Tom
Hanks know that he was in "Saving
Private Ryan''? Probably, but with the
determination of this inexperienced
group of film makers and stars, Kit
Ramsey and his friends don't know
what they're in for. "Bowfinger's"
producer Brian Grazer ca11ed the combination ofMartin and Murphy "amazing" and commented on the duo's "explosive chemistry." The movie is so
involving, it was as if Murphy was
talking to the audience when he said,
"Gotcha suckas! !"

will be playing with Lost, another band
boasting members that attend John
Carroll. Lost has been compared to the
like of Dave Matthew 's.
Tickets are $5 per person and
the show starts at 8 p.m. You can also
pick up a copy ofTBS's CD at the performance.

TOP OF THE
CHARTS
Top R&B/Dance
I. Vengaboys "Boom Boom"
2. Tracie Spencer "It's Al l
About You"
3. Donna Summer "I Will Go
With You"
4. Amber "Sexual"
5. EnriQue Iglesias "Bailamos"
6. Destiny's Chi ld "Bills. Bills.
Bills"
7. K-Ci & JoJo 'Tell Me It's
Real"
8. Jennifer Lopez "If You Had
My Love"
9. Cher "Strong Enough"
10. luis Miguel "Sol. Arena Y
Mar"

Top Video Sales
I. Austin Powers: International Man of Mystery.
starring Mike Myers
2. There's Something About
Mary, starring Cameron Diaz
3. Backstreet Boys:
Homecoming in Orlando
4. Baby Geniuses. starring
Kathleen Turner
5. Blade , starring Wesley
Snipes
6. Rush Hour. starring jackie
Chan
7. A Bug's life
8. The King & I
9. Tae-Bo Workout with
Billie Blanks
10. A Clockwork Orange.

starring Malcolm McDowell

" We
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Weitbrecht said. "But it's a little early
to be thinking of the conference
[championships] right now, much Jess
the NCAA."
Still, the Blue Streaks have to
be feeling pretty good after making it
to the semi finals of Baldwin Wallace's
Marcia French lnvitationallast Saturday.
JCU won Pool B, defea ting
Bluffton in five games and both Hiram
and Adrian in three games. They then
went on to defeat Grove City in the
five-game quarterfinal round, before

186 assists m 20 games.
her career total to 992,just eight away
from becoming only the fourth player
in school history to record I000.
Unfortunately, she would not
reach that mark last weekend, as an
ankle injury forced her to sit out of the
final match of the tournament
Leading the John Carroll attack
was freshman Beth Grzybowski who
was named to the all-tournament team
for the second time in two weeks.
Grzybowski currently leads the team
in kills per game (3.36) and digs per

nament, and
John Carroll is a co-host of the
first annual John Carroll University/
Case Western Reserve University Invitational this weekend. Competition
will take place in both the Don Shula
Sports Center and CWRU's Veale
Center.
"I think that between
Kalamazoo and this past weekend, we
had more poise and a higher level of
play," Weitbrecht said. "I expect them
to play another week better this weekend."

eight saves in the 1-0 shutout wtn.
Brahm made nine saves the next day
against Alleghany, but allowed three in
a 3-0 loss. Alleghany began the week
ranked sixth in the Great Lakes Region.
Fredonia State won its tournament, Alleghany finished as runnersup, and John Carroll took third place.
Brahm and Rennie have been
sharing the goal keeping duties with the
injury to starting goalie, Paul Habrecht.
Brahm is expected to get the start
Wednesday, and Habrecht is scheduled

Photo by NKk Levu

Junior Mark Stich practices on
the front lawn.

Frosh lead harriers at Muskingum invite
Women win for second year in a row
Julie McHugh
Staff Reporter
The John Carroll University women's
cross country team was an easy favorite going into last Saturday's Muskingum Invitational.
After all, JCU had won the meet a year
earlier behind a first place finish from then·
junior Debbie Pagano.
And the Blue Streaks didn 't disapoint,
bringing home the team tit le for the second
consecutive year. JCU scored 27 points to
out-distance of Cuyahoga Community College
(47), Muskingum (68), Capital (9 1) and Columbus State.
John Carroll claimed five of the first
eleven places, to dominate the field. The first
Blue Streak to cross the finish line was freshman Victoria Nussbaum who took
econd place with a time of 20 minutes, 43
seconds. Nussbaum, competing in only the
second race of her collegiate career, was five
seconds behind the champion Rachel Muniak
ofTri-C.
Sophomore Molly Byrnes was the second finisher for the Blue Streaks, placing third
and trailing Nussbaum by ten seconds. Semor Debbie Pagano, sophomore Julia Augustine and freshman Vicki Krol rounded out the
top five, placmg fifth, sixth and II th John

Carroll.
"[Head coach) Kathy [Lanese] used a different strategy," Nussbaum said. "She had us
take the first mile slower, pace the second mile,
and go all out on the last mile. This worked better than our last race when everyone went out
too fast."
The approach sure seems to have worked.
The squad's pack time, the time berween the first
and fifth runners was only 49 seconds. For comparison, the pack time one week earlier at the
Case Western Reserve Invitational had been I :24.
"I liked this course because it was uphill ,"
Nussbaum said. "I felt that we worked we11 together. Molly [Byrnes) helped push me to start
passing girls in the end."
"We won the race in the last mile," By'mes
said. "This was significant because it was on an
uphi!J portion and showed the team's
perservance."
John Carroll will be traveling to the University of Notre Dame in South Bend, Indiana,
on Saturday for th e National Catholic Invitational.
Byrnes was the top performer last year as
a freshman. Her ninth place finish helped lead
the Blue Streaks to a 8th of 16 showing and was
the first top-ten performance by a John Carroll
runner at the National Catholic since Amy Fenske
took seventh place in 1995.

"Triple H's" fill holes for men
Rona Proudfoot
Assistant Sports Edkor
To say that the John Carroll University
men's cross country team demands a lot of its
new runners would be an understatement.
The freshman trio of Brad Hull , Eric
Heintz and Matthew Hils finished third, eighth
and ninth, respectively, to lead the Blue Streaks
to third place at last Saturday's five-team
Muskingurn Invitational.
The performance of the Hull-Heintz-Hils
triplet, a welcome surprise rwo weeks ago at the
Case Western Reserve University Invite, has become more like a necessity. Credit that to the
fact that the team is now competing wtthout either of its senior runners.
Nick Sellers, the first JCU runner to cross
the finish line at last year's conference and re·
gional meets, has yet to run a race this season,
and classmate Brian English, a consistent topthree finisher last year, was forced to sit our at
Muskingum with tendonitis.
In fact, with both seniors injured and no
juniors on the roster, head coach Dick Mann is
fielding a team composed entirely of freshmen
and sophomores.
Luckily for Mann, the rookies are answering the call.
"There's definitely pressure on them,"
Sellers said. "Coach puts a lot of confidence in

them, but they're three of the hardest work·
ers I've seen. They're totally focused, and
they're learning fast."
Places and times aren't all the newcomers have contributed to the squad. They
may be helping to bring about a much needed
attitude improvement.
"One of the freshmen, Matt Hils, was
furious after the race last Saturday," Sellers
said. "He wasn't mad at anyone in particular, he was just upset that we got third. That
may be what we need, something to get us
going. Thmgs might finally be different"
"We 'rc a better team than last year,
there's no doubt about that," Mann said.
"We've got the addition of guys who come
from winnmg programs and aren't content
with the way we've been doing, so we're
looking forward to doing a lot better."
The Blue Streaks travel to the University of Notre Dame this weekend where
they'll run alongside Division I runners in
the National Catholic Invitational. JCU
placed 13" of 14 teams last year. but Mann
is hopmg for better results this year.
" It's a fast course this weekend, so
they'll probably run their best times for the
season so far," Mann said. "It should be a
big boost mentally, and I'm expecting them
to do well"
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Tender Blindspot to play at the Odeon

Soccer wins upset
Dan Emstberger

Cleveland-based band is a must see
Laura Elia
Arts Ed1tor
Their meeung was fate, the1r
mus1c 1s profound. It was 1994 when
the members of Tender Bhndspot were
conccntrnung on thc1r htgh school studIes and were m1dway through their first
demo. With music as a common
ground, the band qu1ckly formed acreative bond that allowed for thcor muSIC to become rochly complex and intense
Alive and kicking today, Tender
Blmdspot has perststcd through five
year!; of playing the Ckvcland mus1c
scene and contmues to seduce audiences ahkc.
They started out with a large
followong, cons1stmg mamly offncnds
and fellow h1gh school students and
today, It contmucs to grow.
Most recently, they opened for
big shows at Eucl1d Tavern, thc1r new
home away from home. They have
played wtth The Clarks, a Pittsburgh
based band and Our Lady Peace.
In 1998, Tender Blindspot received a nommat1on for best Pop!Rock
group from Scene. Cleveland's premier
entcrtatnmcnt music weekly. That
same year, they also released the album ··saturnine," though they have
smcc changed thc1r sound.
"We wanted to become more
upbeat . 'Sanominc' is too melancholy,"
says drummer T.J. Wichmann. Their
music now has more of a rock 'n roll
edge, W1th some pop and punk 1111xed
mto the musical equation.

Tender Blondspot has developed over the past five years, undergoing s1gnoficant changes w1th the
additton of bass player Brandon
Lozano and the departure of the origtnal lead gtiltanst and the original
ba sist. Liz Wittman continues to
blend her poetic, airy vo1ce w1thAdam
Prestak's blazing guitar and T.J
Wichmann's unique rhythm on drums.
Prcstak IS the one who actually
thought up the name Tender Blindspot.
While taking hi s driver's test, he was
nervous about hlltmg another car because of his blmdspot. He began to
reali;c that life, especially relatoonshtps and break ups arc extremely
fragile or tender. Hence , Tender
Bilndspot.
The band has an ama11ng
chcmt>try and credits it to the fact that
they all have very separate lives.
Prestak attends Tn-C and Wichmann
attends John Carroll, Lozano and
Wittman both have day jobs. Though
the band is important to each member, so is having a life outside of it.
Tender Blindspot began touring
outs1de of the Cleveland area last
spring and spent the summer touring
up and down the East Coast. They hit
every major state down to Florida and
back up agam, stoppmg at different
cit1es each time.
Wichmann kept a journal of
their summer tour. \vriting about their
shows, the bands' relationship and
their crazy adventures they experienced on the road,

SOAP
DISH
All My Children: After finding Dmitri 's coffin empty, David
assumed Alex had cremated his body to cover up foul play. But later,
Alex took him to Dmitri who was seriously ill. Opal accused Marian
of snubbing her now that she's no longer Palmer's wife. David railed
at his mother for mi treating Petey. Tad chided Dixie for wanting to
have a baby at the risk of her life. Alex told Edmund of an experimental treatment thai can prolong Dmitri's life but not improve it.
Days of Our Lives: Sami felt jealous over Austin and Carrie's
growing closeness. Hope sensed her inner voice was crying out for
help when her father (Doug) triggered old memories. Belle was
attracted to Brandon, while Billie was drawn to Nicholas. Later,
Brandon worried that Nicole was drinking too much. Princess Gina's
casket was exhwned.
General Hospital: Helena began to react to the antidote Faison gave
her. Carty blamed Hannah for Sonny's arrest. Bobbie called 911
when she realized how seriously Jerry had been hurt in the car crash.
After Felicia filled Luke in on Faison's activities, Luke refused to
g1ve Faison the diamonds and left him with a chilling threat. Nikolas
told Katherine he'll do what he must for his child. Jerry proposed to
Bobbie before going into a sudden seizure.
As the World Turns: Reid was enmeshed in his own lies and
manipulations. Dcni e made the ultimate sacrifice. Margo 's plan to
protect Eddie took an unexpected tum. Barbara wa forced to think of
Parker' best interest .
Guiding light: Pilar prepared to have Ben removed from her life.
Meanwhile. Selena made a discovery about Ben that could change
everything. Jesse and Drew reconnected. Danny, Michelle, Matt and
Jim faced a finng squad. Rev a thought about Richard's proposal
while Josh threatened to leave San Cristobel on his own .
One Life to Live: Viki ran oiT after Skye said be's Ben 's wife. Skye
later told him she never filed for their annulment. Bo and Lindsay
agreed to give their relationship another chance. Sam considered
whether to tell Bo and Nora how Lind ay switched Bo 's spern1 te t
results. Ben asked Sam to help him annul his marriage to Skye.
Lindsay dtdn 't tell Dorian what she found that could be linked lo
Dorian's "haunting." Grace and Kcvm ignored Rae's warning about
their relationship. Later, Rae and John discovered a link between her
and the rapist. Max confronted Asa over Blair.
The Bold and the Beautiful: C.J was curious about the reason
Amber seemed threatened by Becky. Meanwhile, Becky tried to
come to tcm1 with Amber's reason for why baby Eric would be
beller off as part of the Forrester . K1mbcrly fantasized about Rick
whtle Giovanni had K1mbcrly on h1s mind. Taylor's condition
conunued to worry Ridge

Slaff Reporter
One goal equaled one win for
the John Carroll men's soccer team after their first week of action.
The Blue trcaks made the goal
count. Th1s lon~ goal allowed them to
upset Kenyon College, the fifth ranked
team in the Great Lake> Region, on
Saturday It was thctr forst game at the
Four Potnts heraton llarborfront ClasSIC that took place at Frcdoma State
(NY).

falling to host BW on fo ur games, 1513.3-15,6-15, 13-lS.
"l thought we played hard in
games one and four [against BW],"
Weitbrechr said. "But we had too large
of a lapse in between. [t may have
been because of our five-game match
with Grove City, but the bottom hne
is we weren 't playing as well as we
could have been."
"We can set all the goals we
want," Weitbrecht continued. "But we
still have to beat our cross-town rival."
JCU welcomed the return of
sophomore setter Maureen Bachtel
who had missed the first week of the

game (4.34).
Junior Autumn Budrys turned
in 27 blocks over the span of six
matches this week to lead the OAC
with an average of 1.15 blocks per
game.
Freshman Kristi Branam posted
a team-best .27l hitting percentage for
the week. Branam's mark is due
largely to her 23-kill pcrfonnance on
JCU's five-game win over Oberlin last
Wednesday.
"We 'II be facing tougher compet ition this week," Weitbrecht said.
"The four teams m our pool have all
been NCAA qualifiers in the past. It's

l .ast year's lcadmg scorer, Bnan
Cavali r, tartcd right where he kft off
last year. He gained control of the ball
in front of Kenyon's net With 3:56 remaining in the game, and put 11 past
the Lords' goalkeeper, JB Pccorak. It
was Cava her's 14" goal of his career.
JCU hung on for the 1-0 upset
of the fifth ranked team on the Great
Lakes Region.
While the men's soccer tcJlm did
come away with an nnprcssive win,
they dtd so w1th a lack of otTensive
presence.
This offensive draught has been
characteristic of the Blue Streaks thus
far this season. They have been held
scoreless in two of th e1r first three
games.
In th eir opener at Case Westem
Reserve University last Wednesday, the
JCU offense failed to put any in the net.
Tom Rennie got the start in goal for
the Blue Streaks. Rennie had eight
saves in John Carroll's first loss of the
season. The Spartans moved past the
Blue Streaks 1-0.
The JCU men's soccer team put
this first loss behind them and focused
on their big match with Kenyon.
Freshman goalkeeper, Jim

games.
her career total to 992, just e1ght away
from becoming only the fourth player
in school history to record I 000.
Unfortunately, she would not
reach that mark last weekend, as an
ankJe injury forced her to sit out ofthe
final match of the toumament.
Leading the John Carroll attack
was freshman Beth Grzybowski who
was named to the all-tournament team
for the second time in two weeks.
Grzybowski currently leads the team
in ·kills per game (3.36) and digs per

first annual John Carroll University!
Case Western Reserve University Invitational this weekend. Competition
will take place in both the Don Shu Ia
Sports Center and CWRU's Veale
Center.
"! think that between
Kalamazoo and this past weekend, we
Jw.d more poise and a higher level of
play," Weitbrecht said. "!expect them
to play another week better this weekend."

eight saves in the 1-0 shutout win.
Brahm made nine saves the next day
against Alleghany, but allowed three in
a 3-0 loss. Alleghany began the week
ranked sixth in the Great Lakes Region.
Fredonia State won its tournament, Alleghany finished as runnersup, and John Carroll took third place.
Brahm and Rennie have been
sharing the goalkeeping duties with the
injury to starting goalie, Paul Habrecht.
Brahm is expected to get the start
Wednesday, and Habrecht is scheduled

Two John Carroll volleyball players go up to block against Oberlin last week in the Don Shu/a
Sports Center. The Blue Streaks won the match in five games.

Volleyball has best start since 1994
Members of Tender Blindspot include (from L to R) : T.J. Wichmann , Adam Prestak, Liz Wittman
and Brandon Lozano. The three original band members met in high school. Lozano joined the
band in the fall of 1998.
"/ don I know how real rock
stars can handle seeing the same
people (fellow band members) day in
and day out and... 110t break up. But,
whenllook down at th e crowd a11d see
them singing our lyrics, I know that 1
especially love these three people. It
makes it all worthwhile. "

This excerpt
from T.J .
Wichmann's journal of Tender
Blindspot's summer tour is one of
many he has compiled. Look for more
excerpts from his journal in upcoming Carroll News issues.
You can see the real thing this
Friday at the Odeon. Tender Blindspot

o e c
and Murphy is magic
Jim Vogel
The Carroll News
Have you ever received a letter from a FedEx truck? If you have
then you 'rc important. At least, that's
the way that producer/director
wannabe Bobby Bowfinger thinks
things work in the hilarious new comedy entitled "Bowfinger." Bowfmger,
played wonderfully by Steve Martin
("Father of the Bride," "The Jerk,"
"Parenthood"), is forty-nine years old
and over the years he has acquired a
small, but passionate, following of two
actors, one screenwriter/accountant,
and various other odd-jobs members
of Hollywood's lowest class.
When a decent script, entitled
"Chubby Rain," with a killer catch
phrase comes out of the group,
Bowfinger is going all out to make this
film . To convince Hollywood executives, like Robert Downey, Jr., to release and distribute his movie, the lead
role of Keith must be played by the
industry's No. I leading man, the eccentric Kit Ramsey, played by Eddie
Murphy ("Coming to America," "The
Nutty Professor," " Trading Places").
However, there are a few things
misconstrued (it is a comedy you
know) and Kit refuses to look at the
script. Of course, something like that
wouldn't stop our hero , would it?
After filming begins, without Kit's
knowledge that thi is happening,
things are starting to work out.
All these raving lunatics that
run at him talking about aliens further
d1sturb Ramsey's already troubled
per ona and he is forced to travel into
deep seclusion. To keep filming,
Bowfingcr h1res the huge nerd, and K1t
look-alik e, J1ff (also played by
Murphy) to act as a stand in and coffee boy. The only other thmg given
away in th1s article os pay attention to

the Laker-girls part in this film .
Martin and Murphy are excellent in the three main roles, but that
doesn't mean that the rest of the cast
won't send you home laughing. Graham is as "shagadelic" as ever in her
role as the young girl who is literally,
fresh off the bus from Ohio. Baranski
is perfect in her part as the diva that
never really was a diva. Jamie
Kennedy may not look familiar under
his less psychotic view of movies.
Even in the "Scream" movies, his
character Randy was a lot more funny
than scary. He knows the rules of surviving in comedy as well as those of
surviving a horror flick.
When the opening credits role
by, don't miss the unexpected director, Frank Oz. Who knew this guy did
motion picrures without a green puppet named Yoda in them? The man
whose work is known by every Star
Wars fan in the galaxy is an accomplished director on the Hollywood
scene. Believe it or not, this puppeteer has directed "Dirty Rotten Scoundrel," " Housesitter" (both starring
Martin), and "In & Out.'~ He also docs
the voice of your favorite ninjaMoppet, Miss Piggy.
This movie which Oz called, "a
parody or satire on Hollywood ",
makes people wonder, "Did Tom
Hanks know that he was in "Saving
Private Ryan"? Probably, but with the
detennination of this inexperienced
group of film makers and stars, Kit
Ramsey and his friends don 't know
what they ' re in for. "Bowfinger's"
producer Brian Grazer called the combination of Martin and Murphy "amazing" and commented on the duo 's "explosive chemistry." The movie IS so
involving, it was as if Murphy was
tal kong to the audience when he said,
"Gotch a suckas! !"

will be playing with Lost, another band
boasting members that attend John
Carroll. Lost has been compared to the
likes of Dave Matthew's.
Tickets are $5 per person and
the show starts at 8 p.m. You can also
pick up a copy ofTBS 's CD at the performance.

TOP OF THE
CHARTS
Top R&B/Dance
I. Vengaboys "Boom Boom"

2. Tracie Spencer "It's All
About You"
3. Donna Summer "I Will Go
With You"
4. Amber "Sexual"
5. EnriQue Iglesias "Bai lamos"
6. Destiny's Child "B ills, Bills,
Bills"
7. K-Ci & lola 'Tell Me It's
Real"
8. jennifer Lopez "If You Had
My Love"
9. Cher "Strong Enough"
10. Luis Miguel "Sol. Arena Y
Mar"

Top Video Sales
I. Austin Powers: International Man of Mystery.
starring Mike Myers
2. There's Something About
Mary, starring Cameron Diaz
3. Backstreet Boys:
Homecoming in Orlando
4. Baby Geniuses, starring
Kathleen Turner
5. Blade, starring Wesley
Snipes
6. Rush Hour. starring Iackie
Chan
7. A Bug's Life
8. The King & I
9. Tae-Bo Workout with
Billie Blanks
10. A Clockwork Orange.

starring Malcolm McDowell

Rona Proudfoot
Assistant Sports Ed1tor
John Carroll University volleyball coach Gretchen Weitbrccht has set
some lofty goals for her team .
She 'd like to exceed the twentywin plateau and contend for the conference championsh ip .
And while the Blue Streaks are
well on their way with an 8-3 record
and their best start in five years,
Wcitbrccht is hes itant to make comparisons to that 1994 squad that finished the season with 31 wins and an
"Elite Eight" showing in the NCAA
Division lll tournament.
r
ol "
" eba
Weitbrecht said. "But it's a little early
to be thinking of the conference
[championships] right now, much less
the CAA."
Still, the Blue Streaks have to
be feeling pretty good after making it
to the semifinals ofBaldwin Wallace 's
Marcia French Invitational last Saturday.
JCU won Pool B, defeating
Bluffton in five games and both Hiram
and Adrian in three games. They then
went on to defeat Grove City in the
five-game quarterfinal round, before

to come back on Sarurday for the home
opener.
Besides having their top goalkeeper out, the offense suffered a blow
this weekend when Cavalier injured
hts ankle. It 1. expected that his ankle
wtll be ready to play on by the home
opener as we II
Junior o~an Bona roll, IS confident that the Blue Streaks w1ll sttll
reach the1r goal for the season.
"Our goal 1s to get a btd m the
OAC Tournament," Bonarott satd.
"We've been plagued by tnjurtcs so far
th1s cason, but we are all still focu:.cd
on the goal we set for ourselves before the season started."
The Blue Streaks wtll vtstt Penn
State Univcrsity-Behrend on Wcdncs. day. PSU-Bchrend was responsible for
enchng John Carroll's 55-match unbeaten streak at home with a 1-0 wm
last year (September 22, 1998).
JCU returns home to host
Dcn1son this aturday on the front
quad at I :00 p m. The only common
opponent between th~ Blue Streaks
and Dc111son, CWR U, was blanked by
2-0 by Demson.

Junior Mark Stich practices on
the front lawn.

Frosh lead harriers at Muskingum invite
Women win for second year in a row
Julie McHugh
Staff Reporter
The John Carroll University women's
cross country team was an easy favorite going into last Saturday 's Muskingum lnvitational.
After all, JCU had won the meet a year
earlier behind a first place finish from thenjunior Debbie Pagano.
And the Blue Streaks didn't disapoint,
bringing home the team title for the second
consecutive year. JCU scored 27 points to
out-distance of Cuyahoga Community College
(47), Muskingum (68), Capital (91) and Columbus State.
John Carroll claimed five of the first
eleven places, to dominate the field. The ftrst
Blue Streak to cross the finish line was freshman Victoria Nussbaum who took
second place with a time of 20 minutes, 43
seconds. Nussbaum, competing in only the
second race of her collegiate career, was five
seconds behind the champion Rachel Muniak
ofTri-C.
Sophomore Molly Byrnes was the second finisher for the Blue Streaks, placing third
and trailing ussbaum by ten seconds. Senior Debbie Pagano, sophomore Julia Augustine and freshman Vicki K.rol rounded out the
top five , placmg fifth, sixth and lith John

Carroll.
"[Head coach] Kathy [Lanese] used a different strategy," Nussbaum said. "She had us
take the first mile slower, pace the second mile,
and go all out on the last mile. This worked better than our last race when everyone went out
too fast."
The approach sure seems to have worked.
The squad's pack time, the lime between the first
and fifth runners was only 49 seconds. For comparison , the pack time one week earlier at the
Case Western Reserve Invitational had been I :24.
"I liked this course because it was uphill,"
Nussbaum said. " ! felt that we worked well together. Molly [Byrnes] helped push me to start
passing girls in the end."
"We won the race in the last mile," Byi-nes
said. "This was significant because it was on an
uphi)l portion and showed the te am's
perservance."

John Carroll will be traveling to the University of otre Dame in South Bend, Indiana,
on Saturday for the National Catholic Invitational.
Symes was the top performer last year as
a freshman. Her ninth place finish helped lead
the Blue Streaks to a 8th of 16 showing and was
the first top-ten performance by a John Carroll
runner at the National Catholic since Amy Fenske
took seventh place in 1995.

"Triple H's" fill holes for men
Rona Proudfoot
ASsistant sPOrts editor
To say that the John Carroll University
men's cross country team demands a lot of its
new runners would be an understatement.
The freshman trio of Brad Hull, Eric
Heintz and Matthew Hils finished third, eighth
and ninth, respectively, to lead the Blue Streaks
to third place at last Saturday's live-team
Muskingum Invitational.
The performance of the Huii-Heintz-Hils
triplet, a welcome surprise two weeks ago at the
Case Western Reserve University lnvite, has become more like a necessity. Credit that to the
fact that the team is now competing without either of its senior runners.
Nick Sellers, the first JCU runner to cross
the finish line at last year's conference and· regional meets, has yet to run a race this season,
and classmate Brian English, a consistent topthree finisher last year, was forced to sit out at
Muskingum with tendonitis.
In fact, wtth both seniors injured and no
juniors on the roster, head coach Dick Mann is
fielding a team composed entirely of freshmen
and sophomores.
Luckily for Mann, the rook1es are answering the call.
"There's definitely pressure on them,"
Sellers said. "Coach puts a lot of confidence in

them, but they're three of the hardest workers I've seen. They're totally focused, and
they're learning fast."
Places and times aren 't all the newcomers have contributed to the squad. They
may be helping to bring about a much needed
attitude improvement.
"One of the freshmen, Matt Hils, was
furious after the race last Saturday," Sellers
said. "He wasn't mad at anyone in particular, he was just upset that we got th1rd. That
may be what we need, something to get us
going. Things might finally be different."
"We 're a better team than last year,
there's no doubt about that," Mann said.
"We've got the addition of guys who come
from winning programs and aren't content
with the way we've been doing, so we're
looking forward to doing a lot better."
The Blue Streaks travel to the University of otre Dame this weekend where
they 'll run alongside Division I runners in
the National Catholic Invitational. JCU
placed 13'" of 14 teams last year, but Mann
is hoping for better results this year.
"It's a fast course this weekend, so
they'll probably run their best times for the
season so far," Mann said. "It should be a
big boost mentally, and I'm expectong them
to do well.''
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In Dreams
The dream is over, and it is time
for Cleveland fans to wake up.
Sunday night's 43-0 drubbing
at the hands of the visiting Steelers
proved what most people outside of
Cleveland already suspected and what
too
few
Browns' fans
admitted.
Cleveland 1s
not a playoff
team thi s season.
Sunday
night 's loss
Bob McCarthy was the worst
debut by an
expansion
team in the modem era.
The Browns gained just over 40
yards in total offense and collected just
two first downs.
Starting quarterback Ty Detmer
was ineffechve and removed in favor
of the rookie Tim Couch, every Cleveland fan's savior. Couch found the
going just as tough, firing an interception on his first play, and later losing a
fumble. Those mistakes should be attnbuted to coach Chris Palmer however, for putting Couch m that posillon.
In the home opener against its
biggest rival tn the first game in Cleveland in over three years, Palmer threw
his young, franchise quarterback, and
possibly the near future of the franchise, into the fire.
There is no reason for anyone
in Cleveland to have thought th at
Couch could step in, against what is
pcrcnmally one ufthe best defenses in
the league, and rally the Browns to a
come-from-behind victory. That is
putting far too much pressure on a ktd

who eomcs &om a small, rural Ken·
ro n.

The fans of leveland must be
patient in dealing wuh thei r new ball
club and its young quarterback. Couch
is not ready to step in and become the
weekly starting quarterback. He st11l
has much to learn about the pro game
and needs to adjust to the bigger, faster
athletes that he will face weekly.
Browns' fans must be patient
wi th Couch, or else they will be making the same mistake that the San Diego Chargers made last season with
their rookie quarterback, Ryan Leaf.
After drafting Leaf second m the draft,
the Chargers threw Leaf directly into
the startmg role.
Physically. Leaf may have
been ready, but he was not emotionally prepared for the stress that comes
with being a quarterback Ill the NFL.
Leafs lack of maturity showed and by
the mtddle of the season he was
benched What followed was sad. The
town turned on Leaf; he fought with
reporters, was injured, and is not even
active for this season.
The only way the Browns can
prevent the same mtstake is by suck·
ing with Detmer as the staner for the
majority of the season. Detmer has
been an effective system quancrback ,
and hts veteran year can benefit
Couch greatly. Palmer and the Cleveland brass must reali7e that the Browns
arc not going to surpnsc anyo ne and
sneak mto the playoff .
So, they need to focus 011
groommg the best players for next season. The first pnonty should be brmgmg Couch along slowly wtth his young
teammate , so they can gel together
and be strong next season.
Cleveland fans waucd over
three years to get their beloved Browns
back. By forcmg Couch IntO the starting role too early, the Browns may
stunt Couch's development and that
would leave the famdreamingofwhat
could have been .

Bob McCarthy
!lports Edttor
The John Carro ll University
football team utilized its week off to
make adjustments on all facets of the
game, however the biggest change will
come under center.
Freshman Tom Arth will replace JUnior Eric Marcy as the starting quarterback for this Saturday's
Ohio Athletic Conference opening
game at Capital Umversity.
"We are having a little trouble
moving the ball on offense, and we are
looking for something to click," head
coach Regis Scafe said.
Arth, a more mobile and athletic quarterback, and Marcy, a dropback pocket passer, split time working out with the first team during the
last two weeks of practice. Scafe has
not ruled out utilizing the differing
quarterback styles to catch defenses
off-guard. Both arc expected to sec
time on Saturday.
"It is something that we have
thought about, and there are a lot of
programs that are using that style
nowadays," Scafe sat d. "We just need
to find some identi ty on the offensive
side of the ball."
The Blue Streaks were unable
to formulate an offensive drive agai nst
Catholic in the season opening 26-21
victory in Washington, D.C. two
weeks ago. fn all, the JCU offense
gained 235 total yards, while picking
up just six offensive first downs. With
over one-half of the tota l offensive
yards coming on two single-play
drives, Scafe has every reason to make
some adjustments.

"We need to execute better as
an offensive unit," Scafe said. "And
as the offensive line gains more experience, the running game will improve
and the entire offense should improve
as a result."
The running game is the key to
ball control offense, something Carroll
definitely must work on. The Blue
Streaks managed only 119 yards on the
ground against Catholic, most of
which came on Bobby Kraft's 80-yard
touchdown run.
"We have a number of guys
who can break the big homerun type
play on offense, but we need more
consistency," Scafe said. "The offense
as a whole looked better in practice."
The defense has also taken advantage of the off-week to sharpen its
game. Adjustments have been made
to improve a corps that yielded nearly
400 yards in the season opener. To its
credit, the defense did hold Catholic,
one of the nati on's top scoring squads
last season, to 21 points .
"We gave up some significant
yardage," Scafe said. "! would like to
thi nk that the quality of the opponent
had something to do with that, but
some of our probl ems were self-inflicted. Texpect us to be sharper this
week due to the fact that we had two
weeks to work out the kinks."
During those two weeks, the
Blue Streaks remained focused on
preparation for Capital, however there
was temptation to look ahead to Oct.
2 and Mount Union.
'The Mount game is always in
the back of your head, but we need to
stay in tunc wit h the next opponent,

More renovations planned to benefit entire student body

Thiel, 19-0.
"They are probably up et about
the way they played, and are probably
chompin g at the bit to get another
chance to get at it," Scafe said. "We
just have to ride out that wave of emotion and pl ay up to our capability."

Women tip their hats
Char1ey fulle r
Staff Reporter
The John Carrol l Women's soccer team found itself at a crossroad as
the week 's competition began.
The squad could either dwell on
two losses to nationally ranked teams
or rebound and learn from the tough
competition.
JCU (4-2) made a definitive
choice to do the latter and came out of
the week with three wins , a ninth place
ranking in the region, and individual
accolades for one of their own.
In fact, Lake Eric College
would be the only team to score on the
Blue Streaks as they outscored all opponents, I7-1, in the past week.
The lone goa l surrendered this
week by the Blue Streaks came on a
Lake Erie penalty kick following a
questionable call.
Seven of the team's 17 goals belonged to sophomore Jill Comerford,
who was named the Ohio Athletic
Conference Women's Soccer Player of
the Week.
"Ji ll has been dominant," head
coach Tracy Blasius said of the offensive outburst that the second-year
player ha shown this season.
Comerford, who recorded her
first career hat trick against Washington & Jefferson on Saturday, became
the first Blue Streak to win the award
since Shannon Sullivan did so two

years earlier.
Comerford wasn't the on ly one
having a big week as John Carroll defeated Oberlin, 7-0, Washington &
Jefferson, 6-0, and Lake Erie, 4- I.
Senior Jen Lamtelle an d
Maureen Mohney also netted hat
tricks. This feat made Lamielle the
fifth and Mohney and Comerford the
sixth and seventh players in school
history to score three goals in a game.
Lamiellc's hat trick was bittersweet, however. She wound up leaving the Oberlin game with a knee injury.
Going into Monday's game,
goalkeepers junior Samantha Sommer
and sophomores Kelly Spitaleri and
Julie DiGello had not allowed a goal
in any of the team's wins.
This is the first time in school
history that the program has received
a regional ranking.
Blasius is not content, however.
She has her sights set on a national
ranking.
"The team chemistry is starting
to come together. We are really playing as a team ," Comerford said of the
team's recent success.
John Carroll traveled to Case
We tern ReseiVe University yesterday
and will play at Grove City on Saturday be fore returning home to the front
quad field to face Allegheny College
next Wednesday.
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Locker room and training rooms undergo face-lift

Freshman quarterback Tom Arth works with the first team
offense during a recent practice. Arth will start Saturday
and that is Capital," Scafe said.
The Capital offense is not expected to be as strong, however. In
their last seven meetings wi th the Crusaders, the Blue Streaks have
outscored Capital3 ll -37. Capital lost
its season opener two weeks ago to

SPORTS
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Kevin Garvey
Staff Reporter
"A great program, like we have
here at JCU, needs updated facilities,"
said Del Walters, graduate assistant
coach for the John Carroll University
men's basketball team.
The university took this sentiment to heart wtth the past summer's
completion of the first stage of rcnovattons to the school's athletic facilities.
Fall spons athletes were welcomed back with newly remodeled
locker rooms and training rooms and
new cqu i pment.
According to Athletic Director
Tony DeCarlo. the modemintion was
one of the ways to bring the school's
athlettc programs "into the new millennium."
Th e idea of updating the Don
Shula Sport Center i not a new one.
Plans to renovate the weight room had
been in the works for more than ten
years.
Through gen •rous donations,
like the one given by Manco Corporation for the weight room area in Tom
Corbo's name, projects like the one
just compl eted were made possible.
Whi le DeCarlo was delighted
with the result , which can be seen
throughout the Shula Center, he noted
that there arc still many areas that need
work.
In the future, DeCarlo expressed his desire to undertake more
new projects to uplift th e face of the
university's ath letic facilities.
Renova tions to the gym floor,
bleachers, offices and football fleld
are parti cular areas of concern.
"In some cases we have two or

three coaches working out of one office," DeCarlo said.
DeCarlo tressed that renovatmg the Simla Center IS not strictly a
move for the athletic program.
"The weight room is an example
of how the enttre student body can benefit from remodling and expansion,"
DeCarlo said
Students, athletes and faculty
alike have benefi ted from the expanSI n of the Corbo Weight Room and
can all be seen utilizing the faciltics together.
One reason that these renovations are nnponant to all student is that
it makes the entire campus look more
appealing.
"When we used to recruit, we
would avoid taking ktds down to the
locker roGms," DeCarlo said. "Now,
we can be the envy of other schools ."
''Because we aren't on scholarship like [athletes at] a Division I
school, it is nice to see omcthing like
this done to how support for us," senior football player Steve Gruber sa1d.
"In order for John Carroll to stay
competitive, we have to show athletes
that we care for them," DeCarlo
agreed. "Hopefully thi s will create a
positive attitude for them."
The locker rooms, which were
heavily remodeled with new shower
and toilet facilities, have drawn great
reviews from those athletes who have
used them so far.
"They are so nice, I j ust want to
hang out in them all day long," sen ior
wrestler Tim Corrigan said.
Many of JCU's varsity programs will beneftt from these renovations immediately, but much work still
needs to be done.

Since reporting to training camp, the football team has enjoyed its renovated locker room.
Along wi th the vision of a completely renovated Shula Center and
football stadium is a plan for a field
house. Obviously th is is looking far
ahead into the future, but DeCarlo sees
it as a great opportun it y for John
Carroll.
"Not only would the field house
be beneficial for winter sportS, but the
entire campus woul d benefit,"
DeCarl o said.
Other schools comparable to
John Carroll, such a Wittenberg, have

field houses in which concerts and
gmduations take place.
Whi le much has been done already, students can expect to see more
changes in the future.
"I am proud of what has been
done, but we need a major overhaul,''
DeCarlo said.
Whether that be a remodeled
gym, new offices or a new stadium,
students should look forward to a
changing look of John Carroll and the
Simla Center.

"Bcmg an athlete, l thmk we
need up-to-date equipment and factlities so we can conunuc to tmprove and
bring home champ10nslups," JUnior
track team member Mark Bittenbender
said. "And I am cxcttcd to see what
changes are made in the future."
Whether it be a comm itment to
our athletes or just updat10g our
school facilittes, these renovatiOn
a11d the ones m the future shou ld prove
to be a pos1tivc impact on everyone at
John Carroll

America•s Finest Gourmet Pizza
Has been the top rtn."h,ertl'''''"
for the Blue Streaks ' squad i
each of the first two meets
season. Finis hed third overall
with a time of 28:34 in Ia
week's Muskingum Invitational,
leading JCU to a th ird place team
finish. Finished twelfth overall,
registering a tim e of28: 13 in the
season opening Case Western
Reserve University In vitat ional
two weeks ago.
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Scored a career high eight
point s in a 6-0 victory over
Washington & Jefferson on Saturday. On the day, recorded her
first career hat trick and totaled
two assists. Netted the first two
goals, includin g the go-ahead
goal, in a 4-1 victory over Lake
Erie College at home on Monday. Moved into fourth place on
the all-time scoring list with 59
total points.
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In Dreams
The dream ts over, and it is time
for Cleveland fans to wake up.
Sunday mght 's 43-0 drubbing
at the hands of the visiting Steelers
proved what most people outside of
Cleveland already suspected and what
too
few
Browns' fans
admitted.
Cleveland is
not a playoff
team thts season.
Sunday
night's loss
Bob McCarthy was the worst
debut by an
expanston
team tn the modem era.
The Brown gamed just over40
yards in total offense and collected just
two first downs.
Starting quanerback Ty Detmer
was meffechve and removed m favor
of the rookie Tim Couch. every Cleveland fan's savior. Couch found the
goingJust as tough, liring an interception on his first play, and later losing a
fumble. Those mtstakes should be attnbuted to coach Chns Palmer however, for putting Couch m that position .
In the home opener against tls
biggest rival in the first game in Cleveland in over three years, Palmer threw
his young, franchise quarterback, and
possibly the near future of the franchtse, into the fire .
There is no reason for anyone
in Cleveland to have thought that
Couch could step 1n, agamst what is
peren111ally one of the best defenses m
the league, and rally the Browns to a
come-from-behind vicwry. That is
putting far too much pressure on a kid
who wmcs from a amall, rural Kento• n
The fans of Cleveland must be
patlent m dealmg with the1r new ball
club and its young quarterback . Couch
IS not ready to step in and become the
weekly starting quarterback. He still
has much to learn about the pro game
and needs to adJUSt to the btgger, faster
athletes that he will face weekly.
Browns' fans must be patient
wtth Couch, or else they will be making the same mistake that the San Diego Chargers made last sea. on with
thetr rookte quarterback, Ryan Leaf.
After drafting Leaf second in the draft,
the Chargers tlucw Leaf directly into
the startmg role.
Physically. Leaf may have
been ready, but he was not emotionally prepared for the stress that comes
with bcmg a quarterback m the NFL.
Leafs lack of maturity showed and by
the mtddle of the season he was
benched What followed was sad. The
town turned on Leaf; he fought w1th
reporters, was inJured, and is not even
active for this season.
The only way the Browns can
prevent the same m1stakc is by stickmg with Detmer as the starter for the
majority of the season. Detmer has
been an cffccuvc system quanerback,
and his veteran years can bcncftt
Couch greatly. Palmer and the Cleveland brass must rcahze that the Browns
are not going to surpnse anyone and
sneak mto the playoffs
So, they need to focus on
groommg the best players for next season. The first pnonty should be bnngmg Couch along slowly wtth hts young
teammates, so they can gel together
and be strong next season
Cleveland fans waned over
three years to get thctr beloved Browns
back By forcmg Couch mto the startmg role too early, the Browns may
stunt Couch's development and that
would leave the fans drcammg ofwhal
could have been.
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Streaks adjust for OA C opener
Bob McCarthy
Sports Edttor
The John Carroll University
football team utilized its week ofT to
make adjustments on all facets of the
game, however the biggest change wi II
come under center.
Freshman Tom Arth will replace JUnior Enc Marcy as the starting quarterback for this Saturday's
Ohio Athletic Conference opening
game at Capital Universtty.
"We are having a little trouble
moving the ball on offense, and we are
looking for something to click," head
coach Regis Scafe satd.
Arth, a more mobile and athletic quarterback, and Marcy, a dropback pocket passer, spltt time working out with the first team during the
last two week of practice. Scafe has
not ruled out utilizmg the differing
quarterback styles to catch dcfcn cs
ofT-guard. Both are expected to see
time on Saturday.
"It is someth ing that we have
thought about, and there are a lot of
programs that are using that style
nowadays," Scafe said. "We just need
to find some iden!Jty on the offensive
side of the ball."
The Blue Streaks were unable
to formulate an offensive drive against
Catholic in the season opening 26-21
victory in Washington, D.C . two
weeks ago. In all, the JCU offense
gained 235 total yards, while picking
up just six offensive first downs. With
over one-half of the total offenstve
yards coming on two single-play
drives, Scafc has every reason to make
some adjustments.

"We need to execute better as
an offensive unit," Scafe sa1d. "And
as the offensive line gams more experience, the running game will improve
and the em ire offense should 1m prove
as a result."
The running game is the key to
ball control offense, something Carroll
definitely must work on. The Blue
Streaks managed only 119 yards on the
ground against Catholic, most of
which came on Bobby Kraft's 80-yard
touchdown run.
"We have a number of guys
who can break the big homerun type
play on offense, but we need more
consistency," Scafe said. "The offense
as a whole looked better in practice."
The defense has also taken advantage of1he off-week to sharpen its
game. Adjustments have been made
to improve a corps that yielded nearly
400 yards in the season opener. To tls
credit, the defense did hold Catholic,
one of the nation' top scoring squads
last season, to 21 points.
"We gave up some significant
yardage," Scafe said. "I would like to
thmk that the qual1ty of the opponent
had something to do with that, but
some of our prob lems were self-inflicted. I expect us to be sharper this
week due to the fact that we had two
weeks to work out the kinks."
During those two weeks, the
Blue Streaks remained focused on
preparation for Capital, however there
was temptation to look ahead to Oct.
2 and Mount Union.
"The Mount game is always in
the back of your head, but we need to
stay in tunc with the next opponent,

Freshman quarterback Tom Arth works with the first team
offense during a re cent practice. Arth will start Saturday.
and that is Capital," Scafe said.
The Capital offense is not expected to be as strong, however. In
their last seven meetings with the Crusaders, the Blue Streaks have
outscored Capital311-37. Capital lost
its season opener two weeks ago to

Thiel, 19-0.
"They are probably upset about
the way they played, and are probably
chomping at the bit to get another
chance to get at it," Scafe said. ··we
just have to rkle out that wave of emotion and play up to our capability."

Women tip their hats
Charfey fuller
Staff Reporter
The John Carroll Women's soccer team found itself at a crossroad as
the week's competition began.
The squad could either dwell on
two losses to nationally ranked teams
or rebound and learn from the tough
competition.
JCU (4-2) made a definitive
choice to do the latter and came out of
the week with three wins, a ninth place
ranki ng in the regton, and individual
accolades for one of their own.
In fact, Lake Eric Co ll ege
wou ld be the only team to score on the
Blue Streaks as they outscored all opponents, 17- 1, m the past week.
The lone goal surrendered this
week by the Blue Streaks came on a
Lake Erie penalty kick following a
questionable call.
Seven of the team' 17 goals belonged to sophomore Jill Comerford,
who was named the Ohio Athletic
Conference Women's Soccer Player of
the Week.
"Jill has been dommant," head
coach Tracy Blasiu aid of the offensive olllburst that the second-year
player has shown thts season.
Comerford, who recorded her
first career hat trick against Washington & Jefferson on Saturday, became
the fir:;t Blue Streak to win the award
smce Shannon Sulhvan did o two

years earlter.
Comerford wasn't the only one
having a big week as John Carroll defeated Oberlin, 7-0, Washington &
Jefferson, 6-0, and Lake Erie, 4-1.
Senior Jen Lamiellc and
Maureen Mohney also netted hat
tricks. This feat made Lamielle the
fifth and Mohney and Comerford the
sixth and seventh playe rs in school
history to score three goals in a game.
Lamielle's hat trick was bittersweet, however. She wou nd up leaving the Oberlin game with a knee injury.
Going into Monday's game,
goalkeepers junior Samantha Sommer
and sophomores Kelly Spitaleri and
Julie DtGello had not allowed a goal
in any of the team's wins.
This is the first ti me in school
history that the program has received
a regional ranking.
Blasiu i not content, however.
She has her sights set on a national
ranking.
"The team chemistry is starting
to come together. We are really playing as a team," Comerford said of the
team's recent succe s.
John Carroll traveled to Case
Western Reserve University yesterday
and will play at Grove City on Saturday before returning home to the front
quad field to face Allegheny College
next Wedncsda y

Like sports? Like to write?
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Locker room and training rooms undergo face-lift
More renovations planned to benefit entire student body
Kevin Ga~ey
Staff Reporter
""A great program, hkc we have
here at JCU. needs updated facihties."
satd Del Walters, graduate as 1stant
coach for the John Carroll Umvcrstty
men "s basketball team.
The umversity took thi s sentiment to rteatt with the past summer's
comp letion of the first tagc of rcnovauons to the chool's athletic factlittcs.
Fall sports athlete · were welcomed back with newly remodeled
locker rooms and training rooms and
new cqmpment.
According to Athletic Director
Tony DeCarlo. the modemiLation was
one of the ways to bring the school's
athletic programs "into the new millennium .'"
The tdea of updating the Don
Shu! a Spons Center IS not a new one.
Plans to renovate the weight room had
been in the works for more than ten
years.
Through generous donations,
like the one given by Manco Corporation for the weight room area in Tom
Corbo's name, proJects hke the one
just completed were made possib le.
While DeCarlo was delighted
with the results, which can be seen
throughoul the Shula Center, he noted
that there arc still many areas that need
work.
In the future, DeCarlo expressed his desire to undertake mo re
new projects to uplift the face of the
university's athlettc facilities .
Renovations to the gym floor,
bleachers, offices and football field
arc parttcular areas of concern.
"In some cases we have two or

three coaches workmg out of one office," DeCarlo satd.
DeCarlo tressed that renovating the Shula Center IS not strictly a
move for the ath let1c program.
"The weight room IS an example
of how the entlre student body can benefit from rcmodling and expansion,"
DeCarlo said.
Students. athlclcs and faculty
ahke have benefited from the cxpanston of the Corbo Weight Room and
can all be seen uuhzmg the faciltics together.
One reason that these renovations arc important to all students i that
il makes the entire campu look more
appcahng.
"When we u ed to recrutt, we
would av01d taking ktds down to the
locker rooms." DeCarlo said. "Now,
we can be the envy of o1her schools."
"Because we aren't on scholarship like (athletes at] a Dtvision I
school, it is nice to see omcthmg hke
th1s done to show support for us." senior football player Steve Gruber said.
"In order for John Carroll to stay
compeltttve, we have to show athletes
that we care for them," DeCarlo
agreed. "Hopefully this will create a
positive attitude for them. "
The locker room , which were
heavily remodeled with new shower
and toi let facilit ies, have drawn great
reviews from those athletes who have
used them so far.
"They are so nice, I just want to
hang out in them all day long," SCilior
wre tier Tim Corrigan said.
Many of JCU's varsity programs wi ll benefit from these renovations immediately, but much work still
needs to be done.

Since reporting to training camp, the football team has enjoyed its renovated locker room.
Along with the vis10n of a completely renovated Shula Center and
football stadium is a plan for a field
house. Obv10usly this is looking far
ahead into the future, but DeCarlo sees
it as a great opportunity for John
Carroll.
" Not only would the field house
be beneficial for winter sports, but the
entire campus would benefit,"
DeCarlo said.
Other schools comparab le to
John Carroll. such as Wittenberg. have

field houses in which concerts and
graduations take place.
While much has been done already, students can expect to sec more
changes in the future.
"I am proud of what has been
done, but we need a maJor overhaul,"
DeCarlo satd.
Whether that be a remodeled
gym, new offices or a new stadmm,
students shou ld look forward to a
changing look of John Carroll and the
hula Center.

"Bemg an athlete, l thmk we
need up-to-date eqmpment and facthttcs so we can contmuc to nnprovc and
bring home champton hips," JUnior
track team member Mark Btttcnhcndcr
sa1d. "And l am excttcd to sec what
changes arc made in the future."
Whether n be a commitment to
our athletes or JUSt updattng our
schools facilities. these renovattons
and the ones in the future should prove
to be a positive tmpact on everyone at
John Carroll.

America's Finest Gourmet Pizza
Has been the top fini<hr, a:;:;:
for the Blue Streaks ' squad
each of the first two meets this

week's Muskingum Invitational,
leading JCU to a thi rd place team
finish. Finished twelfth overall,
registering a time of28: 13 in the
season opening Case Western
Reserve University Invitational
two weeks ago.

Maureen Mohney
Senior, Soccer
Scored a career high eight
poi nts in a 6-0 victory over
Was hington & Jefferson on Saturday. On the day, recorded her
first career hat trick and totaled
two assists. Nencd the first two
goals, including the gc -ahead
goal, in a 4-1 victory over Lake
Eric College at home on Monday. Moved into fourth place on
the all-time scoring list with 59
total points.
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Editorial Cartoon

THE CARROLL NEWS
wants you to make our year!
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JCU's Ties to
Our Debts
We've all seen them around campus. Those luring
tables wi tb splashy signs, stacks of nifty free gifts and someone
beckoning you over with more verve than an amusement park
carney. It is all remarkably easy, too easy. Just fill out a couple
forms, sign on the dotted line and before you know it, you' ve
got a teeoie AM radio shaped like a boombox and a credit line
extending far beyond anything you're: actually capable of
affording.
For many college students the allure of a little _plastic
card is too overwhelming to avoid. Credit cards are often viewed
as free money, as people ignore the looming truth that eventually
these bills have to get paid. Thus. countless college students
across the nation accumulate debt on credit lines generously
provided to them, only to fmd themselves panicking when the
credit card companies stop being nice and begin to demand
payment.
A CNN Online article reported that in December of
1997, following a phone call to her mother during which she
cried over her debts, Mitzi Pool, a freshman at The University
of Central Oklahoma hung herself. Found UPQD her dorm room
bed were her credit card bills and her checkbook. After only
three and a half months of college, Pool had maxed out all three
of her credit cards, amassing $2.500 in debt.
In February of 1998, Sean Moyer. a junior at the
University of Oklahoma and $10,000 in debt on12ci'edit cards,
hung himself in his bedroom closet. Moyer's mother .reportecl
that there are still monthly credit card offers sent to her decCased
son.
Gec;gc.,\1im University sociologist, Robert Manning,
w...h~lltHeac
card debt among college students, states that
fij)allM-..IIIiii... ~DIKISes pose "a greater threat than

Hits·
b

by Jake Mrl<vicka

HIT: It doesn't matter if you win or lose... blah blah
blah ..miss: 43-0 ...need we say more? HIT: Student Info System now accessible over the WWW. miss: One more way for
your parents to find out how "well" you're really doing ...
miss[ing]: The five kegs stolen by Security. HIT: Professors
using the baby-steps method to ease you into the semester.
miss: Professors oblivious of the fact that you actually have
other classes. HIT: The Bookstore's Returns Table ... no longer
do you have to waste your unexcused absences on waiting in a
line. miss: Parking pass prices increase, parking spots remain
as elusive as always. HIT: A new student handbook ... at the
very least you can't say they didn't warn you .. miss: The
university's inability to publish the correct phone number for
the Carroll News it's 4398 not 4373! HIT: Nine Inch Nails'
return to the music scene at the MTV video music awards.
miss: Campus Safety refuses to talk to the CN, "no comment."

Commentar
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Clare R. Taft
Editor-in-Chief
Usa M. Foster
'tor

creditca
I can think of a million reasons why I would
for a littl~tra spending cash, many colleges jump at the
love to live off campus , but the one reason I
opportunity to profit b.): allowing companies to sponsor school
am happy to be living on campus is because r
don't have to deal with the parking situation.
events and activities in exchange for a fee. In some cases.
It is no secret that it is absolutely impossible
universities go so far as to rent out tables on campus for
to find a parking spot in the main lot, but lately
companies to send representatives to solicit stul;lents~
Kristy
Calabria
students have found it impossible to find a
Evidently, John Carroll Universicy is
·,®l~P.t-:1
Forum Editor
spot even on the street.
According to Usa Heclanan; Director of Sbldent ~den>bip,
Parking has always been an inconvenience,
the University has bad a contract with MBNA fat
but now arri vin g 10 minutes before class is not an o ption for
time, which permits the company to set up a table in the Atrium
anyone off campus, and not just students. Two of my teac hers
in exchange for money paid to the university. Any other bank
have arrived late to class because they could n't fi nd a parking
ltfi.,mhn11in(;"'·credit applications is violating campus policy,
spot. I have heard people complainin g about driving around
however, advertisements can be found covering the walls.
the parking lot fo r up to hal f- hour. And worse then not tinding
Outside the Inn Between alone, there are four different credit
a spot is seeing a car straddled between two spaces · come on.
Parking passes cost $70 a semester. If you are lucky
applications available.
you will get to use your pass maybe o nce thi s semester. It
Heckman states that the MBNA COI1IraCt is based upon
would probably be cheaper just to pay the parking tickets that
the University's pqsition that MBNA is a reputable bank. with
students constantly get for parking on the street. The Univer·
reasonable interest rates. However, there is no denying, that
sity Heights police must spend hours a day putting little slips
MBNA is profitting from student cardholders, primarily those
of paper on everyone 's cars.
students amassing debts, nor is there any denying that the
The university tried to address the problem by prouniversity is gaining financially from MBNA's presence
viding a shuttle. So you drive around until you are so despercampus. Thus, whether it is one bank or 100, ~ ~$.;Dt>t
ate that you then have to drive to Kaufmanns.
Should you pay $70 a semester for the inconveni ence
seem to be anything ethical about this sort of coniJaet. ·1;.:•::~.1
of parking in Kaufmann 's a nd taki ng the shuttle? But so far
The university leaves ve:cy little up for debate as ro
the shu ttles are the best solution the Uni versity coul d come up
is and what is not allowed on campus. The justification behind
with . It is hard to assign blame to the situation when the parkmany of the rules as stated in the student handbook, is that they
mg
pro blem is reall y a product of the un iversity's growth . But
have "as their primary pwpose, the welfare of the student and
maybe the un iversi ty needs to take a more aggressive action.
the entire John Carroll community." However, if our welfare is
Everyone has their opinions and suggestio ns. some
of importance to the university, why then is any credit card
are realistic, and some are riot. One suggestio n is that the uni·
company allowed access onto our campus to prey on students?
versity should sell passes fo r onl y the optimu m number of
Where does the welfare of the students come in, when campus
spaces a vailable and no more th an that. The universi ty could
organizations are getting away with using tbe solicitation of
sell parking passes in the same fashion as students schedule
credit card applications as a method for tun.draisin.it? ~·~~ .O!Q~ 1 for class? Seniors get to buy passes first and then proceed to
juniors. The remaining students who drive to Carro ll would
a maxed out credit card do for our welfare as stw~ltS?
have to utilize the shuttle from Kaufmann's to the univers ity.
It seems both hypocritical and greedy far oorunivet~litv
For the sake o f the university's continual growth a
to place rules and regulations on our bebavior, but not m•\!Cnll
long term parking plan must be addressed.
its own behavior; If w.e are to protect ®l~~ves fiv.ioM :haitU.
~
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There are always rumors about the idea of a future
parking lot, but for now you might as well park in your driveway · it is probably the closest s pot you will fin d.
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We've all seen them around campus. Those luring
tables with splashy signs, stacks of nifty free gifts and someone
beckoning you over with more verve than an amusement park
carney. lt is all remarkably easy, too easy. Just fill out a couple
forms, sign on the dotted line and before you know it, you've
got a teenie AM radio shaped like a boombox and a credit line
extending far beyond anything you're actually capable of
affording.
For many college students the allure of a little plastic
card is too overwhelming to avoid. Credit cards are often viewed
as free money, as people ignore the looming truth that eventually
these bills have to get paid. Thus, countless college students
across the nation accumulate debt on credit lines generously
provided to them, only to fmd themselves panicking when the
credit card companies stop being nice and begin to demand
payment.
A CNN Online article reported that in December of
1997, following a phone call to her mother during which she
cried over her debts, Mitzi Pool, a freshman at The University
of Central Oklahoma hung herself. Found upqn her dorm room
bed were her credit card bills and her checkbook. After only
three and a half months of college, Pool bad maxed out all three
of her credit cards, amassing $2,500 in debt.
In February of 1998, Sean Moyet; ._ junior at the
University of Oklahoma and $10,000 in debt Od12 credit Cards,
hung himself in his bedroom closet. Moyer's oloiher ~
that there are still monthly credit card offers sent to herdeiceaSed
son.
GeQ!i-·WD University sociologist, Robert Manning,
~~llldleffi
card debt among college students, states that
IQli!lil-...lllJitl.....!fDlPWICS pose "a greater threat than
.
1.
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Come to our Open House
TONIGHT
Thursday, September 16 at 6:30
in the newsroom in the basement of
the RecPiex
Refreshments will be served!

Hits

JCU's Ties to
Our Debts

wants you to make our year!

YOU I
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by Jake Mrkvlcka

HIT: It doesn't matter if you win or lose ... blah blah
blah ..miss: 43-0 ... need we say more? HIT: Student Info System now accessible over the WWW. miss: One more way for
your parents to find out how "well" you're really doing ...
miss[ing]: The five kegs stolen by Security. HIT: Professors
using the baby-steps method to ease you into the semester.
miss: Professors oblivious of the fact that you actually have
other classes. HIT: The Bookstore's Returns Table ... no longer
do you have to waste your unexcused absences on waiting in a
line. miss: Parking pass prices increase, parking spots remain
as elusive as always. HIT: A new student handbook ... at the
very least you can't say they didn't warn you.. miss: The
university's inability to publish the correct phone number for
the Carroll News it's 4398 not 4373! HIT: Nine Inch Nails'
return to the music scene at the MTV video music awards.
miss: Campus Safety refuses to talk to the CN, "no comment."
THE CARROLL NEWS
Clare R. Taft
Editor-in-Chief

Happy to be

Lisa M. Foster
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credit car , ..m ~. , _.-,:y.'ti i'tl - .:tt.~r-1·1 • ·r:s; 101 •·~
for a li
tra spending cash, many c:Ollc_ges j111DP at tbe
opportunity to profit b); allowing c~ to sponsor school
events and activities in exchange for a fee. In some cases,
universities go so far as to rent out tables on campus
companies to send representatives to solicit student$.
Evidently, John Canoll University is no ~t.
According to Lisa Heckman.; Director of Sbldem Leadership,
the University has had a contract with MBNA for quite some
time, which permits the company to set up a table in the Atrium
in exchange for money paid to the university. Any other bank
distributing credit applications is violating campus policy,
however, advertisements can be found covering the walls.
Outside the Inn Between alone, there are four different credit
applications available.
Heckman states that the MBNA contract is based upon
the University's PQSition that MBNA is a reputable bank. with
reasonable interest rates. However, there is no denying, that
MBNA is profitting from student cardholders, primarily those
students amassing debts, nor is there any denying that the
university is gaining financially from MBNA's presence on
campus. Thus, whether it is one bank or 100,
seem to be anything ethical about this sort ofc:octtract.~.·:,<~~lJ
The university leaves. very little up fordetlate·.as
is and what is not allowed on campUS; 'Thejustification behind
many of the rules as stated in the student handbook, is that they
have "as their primary pwpose, the welfare of the student and
the entire John Carroll community.'' However, if our welfare is
of importance to the university, why then is any credit card
company allowed access onto our campus to prey oo students?
Where does the welfare of the students come in, when campus
organizations are getting away with using tbe soliciration
credit card applications as a method for fundraising? Wbataaea
a maxed out credit card do for our welfare as students?
It seems both hypocritical and greedy for ~oor 111Di~•ersl:tv
to place rules and regulatioos on our -behavior, ·but not p~
its own behavi«. If we
to protect ®llielVICS
threats and addiCtions, u.Ji the UJli~-ltY
p~~~m~~~w~~~~~~~~~

I can think of a million reasons why I would
love to live off campus, but the one reason T
am happy to be living on campus is because I
don ' t have to deal with the parking situation.
It is no secret that it is absolutely impos ible
to find a parking spot in the main lot, but lately
Kristy Calabria students have found it impossible to find a
Forum Editor
spot even on the street.
Parking has always been an inconvenience,
but now arriving 10 minutes before class is not an option for
anyone off campus, and not just students. Two of my teachers
have arrived late to class because they couldn't find a parking
spot. I have heard people complaini ng about driving around
the parking lot for up to half-hour. And worse then not finding
a spot is seeing a car straddled between two spaces - come on.
Parking passes cost $70 a semester. If you are lucky
you will get to use your pass maybe once this semester. It
would probably be cheaper just to pay the parking tickets that
students constantly get for parking on the street. The University Heights police must spend hours a day putting little slips
of paper on everyone's cars.
The university tried to address the problem by providing a shuule. So you drive around until you are so desperate that you then have to drive to Kaufmann .
Should you pay $70 a semester for the inconvenience
of parking in Kaufmann's and taking the shuttle? But so far
the shuttles are the best solution the University could come up
with. It is hard to as ign blame to the situation when the parking problem is really a product of the university 's growth. But
maybe the university needs to take a more aggressive action.
Everyone has their opinions and suggestions, some
are realistic, and some are not. One suggesllon IS that the university should sell passes for only the optimum number of
spaces available and no more than that. The university could
sell parking passes in the same fashion as students schedule
for class? Seniors get to buy passes first and then proceed to
juniors. The remaining students who drive to Carroll would
have to utilize the shuttle from Kaufmann's to the university.
For the ake of the univer&ity's continual growth a
long term parking plan must be addressed.
There are always rumors about the idea of a future
parking lot, but for now you might as well park in your driveway - it is probably the closest spot you will find.
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Letters to the Editor

The Purest Love
Have you ever realized how much time 111d effort albletcs dedicate 10
their training? They spend day after day working out 10 get in shape- not to
mention the time and energy spent on perfecting different moves. P1ayina
sports also requires a mental game. Plays must be learned and athletes must
remain focused . Simply stated, in order to grow as an athlete you must work

Supporter of Bilgere Speaks Out
I write to protest the McCarthycsque mtellcctual lynchmg of a true
poet and scholar, Dr. George Btlgcrc (Letters, 9 September 1999). Dr. Btlgcre
ts free of any taint of Spcn crian literalism, and his work is a tribute, rather
than a threat, to the values John Carroll Universtty hold~ dear.
Only through a conscious misreading of Dr. Btlgcrc's work could Fr.
Francis Ryan find any evidence for hts claims. The author of such works as
"The Bull," "Ridmg Westward" and "Wanton Boys" hardly can be accused
of Spensenan literalism. These poems confront us, forcing us to question
our concepts of reality and relationships by tran forming every-day occurrences into lyrical ctphers. Such challenging lllcrarurc especially poetry,
always has held a place of honor m Jesuit educatmn (sec Instruction to the
Bohcmtan Colleges by Fr. Jan Roothaans, SJ, who like Fr. icolas Bobadilla,
SJ, was a staunch opponent ofSpcnscnan htcral tsm).
In keeping Wtth the lgna11an spirit of tolerance, Fr. Ryan's tdeas decrve to be heard at JCU. At the same lime, he cannot be allowed to go
unchallenged .
Gregory . P. Kon?, SJ
Department of Management, Marketmg & Logistics
Boler School of Business

Students Speak Out Against
Campus Security
On Fnday, September 10, two mdtviduals pulled into the campus lot
with five 16-gallon kegs stacked 111 the back of the vehicle. Campus Security
saw the five kegs and pcnmttcd the vchtclc on campus wtthout commenting to
the dnvcr, 20 years old and the passengers, 21 years old. The veh tcle pulled up
to Bcmct Hall to drop the passengers off and wait for them to rctum with a
book bag that belonged to the driver. Seconds after the passenger exited the
car, campus security pulled up behind the vehicle tn their blazer, a little pricey
for a vch tclc to be used tn a small parking lot like Carroll's. However, that is a
completely different tssuc. The campus security proceeded to queslton the
dnver The passenger returned with the book bag and began to explain what
the sttualton was. The 2 1-year-old passenger explained that he had purchased
the kegs for a 21st btrthday party on Sunday, the day of the driver 's btrthday.
Campus secunty proceeded to say that the passenger was contributing to a
mtnor and that the law prohibtts anyone under 21 from transporting alcoho lt c
beverages. They demanded that the gentl emen remove the 5 kegs from the
vehtcle or the mvcrstty Hctghts poltcc would be called aod the passenger
would undoubtedly be charged wtth contributmg to delinquency of a minor.
Not knowtng thctr nghts or the law, the two st11dcnts followed the security
guard's orders.
Upon furth er research done at the University Heights Police Department, we have found that Campus Security deltberately lted to the two students
about the ;tate law 111 Ohio concerning tlic posscss i no a oho1 T h Un1 crsity Hctghts Poltcc Department agreed that the passenger was not contnbuttng
to a min r and that state law of Ohio says that an individual under 21 can
transport alcoholtc beverages as long as they are not opened. Not only were
the kegs "un pcned," but there was not even a tap in the vehicle.
At no point were these 5 kegs meant for use in a dorm room and at no
point did the indtvtduals in _the vehicle show any intention of removing the
kegs from the vchtcle on campus.
"No kegs on campus," the ccurity guards will proclaim. Interestingly
enough, we arc pretty sure that those ilver things in the parking lot for Homecommg arc kegs.
This is our third year at John Carroll and we have continually seen campus secunty get off on busting students for having alcohol. We would recommend that the glorified security guards spend more time preventing vandalism
to our campus and a lillie less time on busting college students for drinking.
Face: college kids drink and they arc very good at it. So, we'll keep pounding
beers, while you sport around in your blazer.

bard

by Jason Smith, Chris Miklich and Scott VanDenHaute

Guest Commentary:

I can't wait til...

Oh, to
be a freshman agai n.
Who wou ld
have thought
at the beginning of my
fourth and final year at
Shannon Murphy Carroll that I
would wish it
wa just starting? ot me.
You spend so inuch time in college wishing you were older - counttng the day until "The Big 2-1" because then, everything would be perfeet. Or you pray to any god that will
Its ten for the hour-and-fifteen minute
droning lectures to end and vow to
never take a Tuesday/Thursday class
again. Spring break cannot come fast
enough . The words " 1 can't wair
'til ... " roll off your tongue almost as

wai t til ... "
Sure, there are some things T
don't mis as 1think back to fre shman
year. I cou ld do without the constant
lack of transportation, 8 a.m. classes,
and fake !D's. T also do not long for
the weekends that felt like everyone
went home, the hourly calls from my
mom, and being the guinea-pig class
for the dreaded First Year Seminar.
However, I think I'd take some
of those worries over the ones I have
acquired with the new title of"Scnior...
Next year, we senior have to
get a job - any job - or get into a grad
school any grad school. This alone
causes cold sweats and nightmares that
arc worse than the one from freshman
year when 1 walk ed into the wrong
class, when everyone had someone to
eat with and they were all wearing
Abercrombie.
Constant reminders of the im-

lion" and even "Senior Hap py Hour!"
Trust me when I tell you that after the
first two, the third is cssenttal.
I know that the seniors arc probably nodding and the juniors arc probably shaki ng their heads in di sbelief 1 did , too, last year. The freshmen
probably just think I am nuts.
Am I crazy'' No.
Instead , I am a senior. Yes , I' m
2l . Yes, I know which classes to take
and which ones to avotd like an RA
after 2a.m on a Friday evenin g. I
know where the elusive 830 I classroom is located. I know that my professors are real people (and you just
may run into them at the bars I) I know
how in fre que nt "snow days" are at
Carroll and to cherish them. But most
of all, now I say, " I ca n wait 't il ... "

That's why l want to be a freshman again; to be able to say "I can 't

as friendly posters for "Senior Graduation Meeting! " or "Senior Orienta-

views of its Editors or Staff.

'----------·
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Your opinions matter!
Express them in Letters
to the Editor
All letters must be submitted by
Monday at Noon
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HOROSCOPES

ts

ARIES
If you've thought about taking
on a partner, guess what? That's your
assignment for the next few weeks.
You tend to be a Lone Ranger, but now
it's time to learn how to play nicely
with others . You should know who
that person is real soon.

@

TAURUS

Today, the conversation most
likely pertains to your job. A coworker
may want to cry on your shoulder,
much to your dismay. You have other
work to do, but be kind. This person
needs your good common sense. The
right word or two will help a lot.

You 'rca hard worker, but lately
your anent ion is drawn to your home
and family. That's always been your
first priority. No mancr how successful you get, that's where your heart
stays. Today, find the words to say
that.

Conditions arc changing again,
and this time it means that you ' re getting smarter. You're gening more curious, too. Ask your sweetheart or
child a leading quest ion , and you're
liable to get the whole truth biW1ed out.

UBRA

SCORPIO

You're launching into a new
learning phase . Everything around
you looks interesting . It 's always like
that, to some extent, but for the next
few weeks, it'll be pervasive . You may
even find yourself reading technical
manuals just for the fun of it.

1JL

Money, money, money, ts that
all you ever think about? Well, lately
that seems to be it. You've got so many
things you want but, you have to be
aggressive about bringing tn the
money. Not to worry. Today it ' ll be
easy for you to close a sale . Ju t be
deci sive.

AQUARIUS

CAPRICORN
Today, you could get an
oppurtunity to make more money.
That could be by taking on a new client ot getting another job, or by taking on more responsiblity in the job
you have now. It's up to you to find
the oppurtun ity and grab it.

-.

GEMINI

Mercury is your ruling planet,
so when it goes to Libra, like it's doing now, it's good news for you. This
means you'll have absolutely no
trouble finding the right words, especially about love, for the next few
weeks.

VIRGO

LEO

CANCER

..

n

'

.

Is it time for you to go back to
school? Do you have enough degrees
yet? Condittons seem to point tn that
direction. lt always happens at this
time of year. Your best subjects to
study are in the stock market, real estate investment, and comedy. ot necessarily in that order.

You always look out for the
welfare of others, but sometime you
forget about your own. Well, that
won't be the case for the next few
weeks when balancing your own
budget become your top pnority.

/

SAGITTARIUS

The pressure you've been
under starts to case. It' as if you've
undergone a test to see if you could
do things exactly their way. Today,
let people see how you thmk things
should be done. Your way might be
better.

}(

-

PISCES

The truth comes out, to the
benefit of some and the horror of
others. This may affect your
money, so listen carefully. Those
skills you learned earlier in the
month will come in handy. If you
weren't learning any skills, well,
maybe you'll see the point in doing so now

..

Question of the Week
What Makes You A
Unique S~udent?
Win $25,000 toward law, business, graduate or
medical school with our "Kaplan gets you ln •••
and pays your way•• sweepstakes!
How do I enter?
"I was the first person to
answer this question."

room."

"I don't care about either
the Browns or the
Steelers. Go Lions!"

Christina Foos
Sophomore

Maureen Fielder
Senior

"I have a ghost in my

Jeff Straka
Senior

Open M-F 9-9
Sat 9-6

Who wins?

When Is the
drawing?

Complete an official entry form online at www.kaptest.corn,
at your local Kaplan center, or by mailing to:
"Kaplan gets you in and pays your way" sweepstakes
P.O. Box 9j_07, Medford, NY j_j_ 763-9j_07.
One lucky person will win $25,000 toward the first year of
graduate school.
The contest runs from August j_5 to November 30, j_999.
The winning name will be drawn in January, 2000- The winner
will be notified by mail immediately following the drawing.

• :lsi iUrl ~ '

Located at Cedar & Taylor
Roads (University Comers Plaza)

Tel: 216 • 397-1350

Amy Plut is a Senior at
John Carroll University

Commentaries submitted to the

'The C'.arroU Ncwa "''elcomes letters to the cd1tor, u it is our way of knowing what you
lilt or d1lhkc about the new•pap<r, the campu• or ltfe in genenll. We require thai
!ellen bo oubmJIIed '"The Carroll Ntws officu by noon on Monday to be eligible for
publication in that week'& ediuon. Letter• should be typed. and no longer than two
pag<s, doubtr-spacrd. Wel'CI<I'IIt the nghtto editlcucr. for clarity or space conSJderatiow. Ldtc!'l mu.n be stgncd and accompanied by ~·our telephone number.

$2.00 off regular haircut
price of $10.00 with valid
John Carroll 1.0.

The same effort and dedication is needed if we are to grow spiritually.
We can strengthen our relationship with Christ by seeking Him, praying, and
studying scripture. We can also grow by obeying God's commands, believing in His promises and submitting to His perfect will. lfwe are attending
chUICh like it is a weekly duty rather than going tD truly receive Christ and
learn more about Him, we will never grow spiritually.
The other clay l heard a man state, "I am satisfied with my salvation. I
just want to make it inside heaven's gates." After reflecting I realized that
many Ctuistians are that way today. We think that cracking the door open two
inches to Jesus Christ will be enough to experience all that God wants for us.
Friends, we must swing the door wide open to Christ in order to truly understand His plan for our lives and to cxpcri~ His misb'Y blessin&s. If we
keep the door open two inches we are ooly cheating ounelvcs because only
He can fulfill the longing in our hearts.
Recently I reread a little pamphlet titled, "My Heart, Christ's Home."
Picture your heart as a borne for Jesus. He wants to enter every room and
clean up its mess. He is patient and waiting. Please, swing open the door to
Christ and let Him take over all areas of your life.
Dear Lord Jesus, I pray that we truly seek You and give to You all areas
of our lives. So often we live life without You. We think we have everything
under control. We live out our own plans instead of Yours. Please forgive us
and reveal Your great love and plan to us as we give more of ounelves to You.
In your most precious name, Amen.

--·~"M~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~sr--~~~-+------~~~~

Scott Bryson, Pat McGoun , and BJ Brown
arc Juniors at John arroll Univeristy

Salon Qualitv at a
Down to Earth Price
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1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.corn AOL keyword : kaplan

"I'm an ace rock- paperscissors player."
Shannon Brininger
Junior

"I will be a future
NBA ref."
Chris Barringer
Junior
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Letters to the Editor

The Purest Love

Supporter of Bilgere Speaks Out
I write to protest the McCarthyesque mtellectual lynching of a true
poet and scholar, Dr. George Bilgerc (Letters, 9 September 1999) Dr. Bilgere
IS free of any ta111t of Spenserian literaltsm, and hts work is a tribute, rather
than a threat, to the values John Carroll Univer ity holds dear.
Only through a con cious misreading of Dr. Bilgcrc's work could Fr.
Francis Ryan find any evidence for his clatms. The author of such works as
''The Bull," "Ridtng Westward" and "Wanton Boys" hardly can be accused
of Spensenan literalism. These poems confront us, forcing us to question
our concepts of reality and relationshtps by transforming every-day occurrences mto lyncal ciphers. Such challenging literature especially poetry,
always has held a place of honor m Jesuit educauon (sec Instruction to the
8phem1an Cplleges by Fr. Jan Roothaans, SJ, who ltke Fr. 1colas Bobadilla,
SJ, was a staunch opponent of penserian ltteraltsm)
!n keepmg w1th the lgnatian splTlt of tolerance, Fr. Ryan 's ideas deserve lO be heard at JCU. At the same time, he cannot be allowed to go
unchallenged.
Gregory N. P. Konz, SJ
Department of Management, Marketing & Logistics
Boler School of Business

Students Speak Out Against
Campus Security

-

On Friday, September I 0, two individual; pulled mto the campus lot
wi th five 16-gallon kegs stacked m the back of the vehicle. Campus Security
saw the five kegs and permitted the vehicle on campus without commenting to
the driver. 20 years old and the passengers, 21 years old. The vehicle pulled up
to Bernet Hall to drop the passengers off and wait for them to return w1th a
book bag that belonged to the driver. Seconds after the passenger exited the
car, campus security pulled up behind the vehicle 111 the1r blazer, a httle pricey
for a vehicle to be used in a small parking lot like Carroll's. However, that is a
completely d1ffercnt tssue. The campus security proceeded to question the
driver. The passenger returned with the book bag and began to explam what
the s1tuallon was. The 21-year-old pa. scnger explained that he had purchased
the kegs for a 21st b1rthday party on Sunday, the day of the driver's birthday.
Campus secunty proceeded to say that the passenger was contributing to a
mmor and thai the law proh1b1ts anyone under 21 from transporting alcoholic
beverages. They demanded that the gentlemen remove the 5 kegs from the
vehicle or the University 1-le1ghts police would be called and the passenger
would undoubtedly be charged With contnbutmg to dclmqucncy of a minor.
Not knowmg thm nght. or the law, the two students followed the security
guard's orders.
Upon further research done at the University Heights Police Department, we have found that Campus Security deliberately lied to the two students
about the state law Jn Ohio concerning t tc possessiOn o a colw l. tc nlVcrsity He1ghts Pol 1ce Department agreed that the passenger was not contnbut ing
to a minor and that state law of Ohio says that an individual under 21 can
transport alcoholic beverages as long as they are not opened. Not only were
the kegs "unopened," but there was not even a tap in the vehic le.
At no poi nt were these 5 kegs meant for use in a dorm room and at no
po111t dtd the tndlvtdua ls m.thc vehicle show any intention of removi ng the
kegs from the vch1c le on campus.
"No kegs on cam pus," th e security guards wil l proclaim. Interestingly
enough, we arc pretty sure that those sliver things in the parki ng lot fo r Homecoming arc kegs.
This 1s our th ird year at John Carroll and we have continuall y seen campus security get off on bu ung sntdcnts for having alco hol. We would recommend that the glo rified secunty guards spend more time preventi ng vandalism
to our campus and a little less time on busting coll ege students for drinking.
Face: college kids dri nk and they are very good at it. So, we' ll keep pound ing
beers, whtlc you sport around in your blazer.

by Jason Smith, Chris Miklich and Scott VanDenHaute

Guest Commentary:
Oh, to
be a freshman again .
Who would
have thought
at the beginning of my
fourth and final year at
Shannon Murphy Carro ll that I
would wish it
was JUSt starting? Not me.
You spend so much time in college wishing you were older - counting the days until "The Big 2-1" - because then, everything would be perfect. Or you pray to any god that will
listen for the hour-and-fifteen minute
dromng lectures to end and vow to
never take a Tuesday/Thursday class
again. Spring break cannot come fast
enough. The words "I can' t wait
'til .. " roll off your tongue almost as

1...-- - -- -

I can 't wait til...

wait til ... "
Sure, there arc some things J
don't miss as I think back to freshman
year. I could do without the constant
lack of transportatiOn, 8 a.m. classes,
and fake ID ' . I also do not long for
the weekends that felt like everyone
went home, the hourly calls from my
mom, and bei ng the guinea-pig class
fo r the dreaded First Yea r Seminar.
Jlowever, !think I'd take some
of those worries over the ones I have
acquired w1th the new title of"Senior."
Next year, we seniors have to
get a job any job or get into a grad
school - any grad schooL This alone
causes cold sweats and nightmares that
are worse than the one from freshman
year when I walked into the wrong
class, when everyone had someone to
eat with and they were all wearing
Abercrombie.
Constant reminders of the im-

t10n" and even "Senior Happy Hou ri"
Trust me when I tell you that after the
first two, the third is esscnt1al.
I know that the seniors are probably nodding and the jumors arc probably shaking their heads in disbelief
I did, too, last year. The fres hmen
probably just think I am nuts.
Am I crazy? No.
Instead, I am a scm or. Yes, I'm
21. Yes, I know which classes to take
and which ones to avoid like an RA
after 2a.m. on a Friday evening. I
know where the elusive B301 classroom is located. I know that my professors are real people (and you just
may run into them at the bars !) I know
how infrequent "snow days" are at
Carroll and to cherish them. But most
of all, now I say, "I can wait 'ti l... "

as friendly posters for "Senior Graduation Meeting!" or "Senior Orient a-

views of its Edi tors or Staff.

That 's why I want to be a freshman agam; to be able to say "I can't

Your opinions matter!
Express them in Letters
to the Editor
All letters must be submitted by
Monday at Noon

ARIES
If you've though t about ta king
on a partner, guess what? That 's your
assignment for the next few weeks.
You tend to be a Lone Ranger, but now
it's ti me to learn how to play nicely
with others. You shou ld know who
that person is real soon .

@

LIBRA
You're launching into a new
learning phase. Everything aro und
you looks interesting. It's always like
that, to some extent, but for the next
few weeks, it' ll be pervasive. You may
even find yourself reading technical
manuals just for the fun of it.

n

GEMfNI

Mercury is your rul ing planet,
so when it goes to Li bra, like it's doing now, it's good news for you, This
means you'll have absolutely no
trou ble finding the right words, especially about love, for the next few
weeks.

LEO
Conditions are changing again,
and this time it means that you're getti ng smarter. You' re gett ing more curi ous, too. As k your sweetheart or
child a leading question, and you're
liable to get the whole truth bl urted out.

1fL.

SCORPIO

Money, money, money, is that
all you ever think about? Well, lately
that seems tobc it. You'vegotso many
things you want but, you have to be
aggressive abou t br inging in the
mo ney. Not to worry. Today it' ll be
easy for you to close a sale. Just be
decisive.

VlRGO
You always look out for the
welfare of others, but sometime you
forget about your own. Well, that
won't be the case for the next few
weeks when balancing your own
budget becomes you r top priority.

/

SAGITTAR IUS

The pressure yo u've been
under starts to case. It's as if you've
undergone a rest to ee if you could
do th ings exactly their way. Today,
let people see how you th ink thmgs
should be done. Your way rntght be
better.

PISCES

AQUARIUS

CAPRICORN

Today, yo u could get an
oppurtunity to make more money.
That could be by ta king on a new client ot getting another job, or by taking on more responsiblity in the job
you have now. It's up to you to fi nd
the oppurtun ity and grab it.

TAURUS

Today, the conversation most
tikely pertains to your job. A coworker
may wa nt to cry on yo ur shoulder,
much to your dismay. You have other
work to do, but be ki nd. This person
needs your good common sense. The
right word or two will help a lot.

CANCER

You're a hard worker, but lately
your attention is drawn to your home
and family. That's al ways been your
firs t priori ty. No matter how successful you get, that's where your hean
stays. Today, fi nd the words to say
that.

6
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Is it time fo r yo u to go back to
school? Do you have enough degrees
yet? Conditi ons seem to point in that
di rection. It always happens at this
time of year. Your best subjects to
study are in the stock market, real estate investment, and comedy. Not neccssarily in that order.

The tru th comes out, to the
benefit of some and the horror of
others. This may affect yo ur
money, so li ten carefu lly. Those
ski lls you learned earlier in the
mo nth will come in handy. If you
wcrcn 't learning any skil ls, well,
maybe you'll sec the point 111 doing so now.

Question of the Week
VVhat~akesYouA

Unique

S~udent?
Win $25,000 toward law, businessy graduate or
medical school with our "Kaplan gets you ln ••.
and pays your 'W'ay•• sweepstakes!
How do I enter?

"I was the first person to
answer this question."

room."

"I don' t care about either
the Browns or the
Steelers. Go Lions!"

Christina Foos
Sophomore

Maureen Fielder
Senior

"I have a ghost in my

Jeff Straka
Senior

Open M-F 9-9
Sat 9-6

Who wins?

When Is the
drawing?

Complete an official entry fo.-m online at www.kaptest.com ,
at your local Kaplan center, or by mailing to:
"Kaplan gets you in and pays your way" sweepstakes
p_o. Box 9107, Medford, NY .11763- 9107_
One lucky person will win $25,000 toward the first year of
graduate school,
The conte st runs from August 1 5 to November 30, 1999.
The winn i ng name will b e dra wn in January, 2000 - T he w inner
w ill b e notified by ma il immediately followi n g th e d.-a w i ng.

World I.
InT.
eader
est Prep

Located at Cedar & Taylor
Roads (University Comers Plaza)

I!_ Great Clips for hair.

Amy Plut is a Senior at
John Carroll University

HOROSCOPES

Commentaries submitted to the

The C'.vl\'ll N...,. wetcom<S loners lo the editor, as rl is our way of knowing what you
lilt or d11 hke about the newopap<r, the c•mpu• or ltfe in general. We rtquire that
totten bo "'bmiued in The Carroll NOW1i oflic., by noon on Monday to be elig•bte for
publication •• that wrek 's edilion. uucrs should be typed, ond no longer than tw<>
pas<>. doubto-opa<ed. We reaerve the ngbllo edlllcllen for clonty or pace considerations Leuers mOil Ire siif'Cd and accompanred by your t<lcphone number.

Tel: 2 1 6- 397·1350

Have you ever realized how much time and effort athletes dcdic:ate to
their training? They spend day after day working out to Itt in shape - DOl to
mention the time and energy spent on perfecting different moves. Playing
sports also requires a mental game. Plays must be learned and atb1etes must
remain focused. Simply stated, in order to grow as an athlete you must work
hard.
The same effort and dedication is needed if we are to grow spirilually.
We can strengthen our relationship with Christ by seeking Him, praying, llld
studying scripture. We can also grow by obeying God's commands, believing in His promises and submitting to His perfect will. If we are attending
church like it is a weekly duty rather than going to truly receive Christ and
learn more about Him, we will never grow spiritual ly.
The other day I beard a man state, "I am saris fied with my salvation. I
just want to make it inside heaven's gates." A fter reflecting I realized that
many Christians are that way today. We th ink that cracking the door open two
inches to Jesus Christ will be enough to experience all that God wants for us.
Friends, we must swing the door wide open to Christ in order to truly understand His plan for our Jives and to experie~ His mighty blessiop. If we
keep the door open two inches we are only cheating ourselves because only
He can fulfill the longing in our beans.
Recently I reread a liale pamphlet titled, "My Heart, Christ's Home."
Picture your heart as a home for Jesus. He wants to enter every room and
clean up its mess. He is patient and waiting. Please, swing open the door to
Christ and let Him take over all areas of your life.
Dear Lord Jesus, l pray that we truly seek You and give to You all areas
of our lives. So often we live life without You. We think we have everything
under control. We live out our own plans instead ofYours. Please forgive us
and reveal Your great love and plan to us as we give more of ourselves to You.
In your most precious name, Amen.
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Scoll Bryson, Pat McGoun, and BJ Brown
arc Juniors at John Carroll Univcristy

$2.00 off regular haircut
price of $10.00 with valid
John Carroll /.D.

FORUM

The Carroll News September 16, 1999

kaptest.com AOL keyword : kapl a n

''I'm an ace rock - paper scissors player."
Shannon Brininger
Junior

"I will be a future
NBA ref."
Chris Barringer
Junior

-

CLASSIFIEDS
SIDER WANTED
Child care/ mother's helper. Part
time, must drive. Aurora area/
Nonsmoker. References needed.
330-562-5621.
Baby-sitter needed to bring our
2 children home from school and
play/interact with them. Must
have own transportation and enjoy children. $10.00 per hour.
Hours are 3:25 - 5:25 Monday
through Friday. We have some
flexibility. Call216-561 -0885.
Pan-time baby-sitter needed for
my 1-1/2 year old son dunng the
week,I0-12hours. Aexible, can
go around school schedule .
Walking distance from campus.
Call Jodi at216-381-4994.

Baby-sitters needed. Shaker family
with two children, 8 & 5, needs occasional afternoon and evening baby-sitter/s. Experienced. fun, nonsmoking,
please. Good hourly rate. Own transportation preferred. Please call 216397-1083 for more information.
Needed: Experienced care-gtver for 7
year old tw ins. 10-12 hours per week.
Flexible hours. Afternoons, some evenings, occasional overnight Good pay
to stan, regular raises. Experience and
references required. 216-295-2543.
Shaker family (JCU grads!) wtth three
children (6, 4, I) needs occasional afternoon and evening babysitter(s) .
Mature. e~tperienced and fun are a must.
Own transportation is a plus ... but not
required' Call Eileen at216-561-8480.
needed 1 !

Baby-sttter needed for young
children. Occasional evenings
and weekends. Walkmg distance
fromJCU. Pleasecall216-3213545.
Baby-sitter wanted- Shaker
Heights, willing to work with
your schedule. Must provtde
own transportation. Need sttter
for I or 2-1/2 days per week.
Please phone Catherine 216752-1028 .
Professional sitter needed. Fall
year round . Chargm Valley and
Cleveland East stdc. Pan-ttme
and full Lime. Flextble hours.
Paid holidays and transportation.
Always Tender Care, Inc. 440543-0336 and 440-247-3892.

Can be flexible
Baby-sitter
with your school schedule!! 112 mile
from campus (Shaker). Please call216595-1535. Fun family of three girls.
Pan-time childcare (Cedar/Green). 2
days 11 :30-4:30. 7 month old boy. $30
perday. Cal1216-291-5536.
HELP WANTED
Help Wanted: Window washer/general
labor. Flexible schedule. Must have
transportation. $8 .00-$10.00/hr. 440954-4537 .
Earn $7.50-$10.00/hrereeting signs after midmght and flyers during the day
2-3 hrs. Three times per week. Good
knowledge of Cleveland area and own
transport essential. Call Dave 216-3829825 II am- 5 pm.

KING CROSSWORD
ACROSS
I Young
fellow
4 Relaxation
8 Yemen's
capital
12- shoestring
13 Boast
14 Highly
anticipatory
15 Shriner's
chapeau
16 Ctty of Lndia
18 Nest sound
20 Hot tub
21 Nub
24 Kilmer
classic
28 One of the
Chipmunks
32 Arizona city
33 "Siuny
Happy
People"
band
34 Port on
the Gulf
of Aqaba
36 Dtsencumber
37 Saharan
39 Buttonwood
41 Propelled
a gondola
43 Actress
Ehsabeth
44 Brillo nval

46 Toil
50 Human/
lion/dragon
monster
55 Hewing
tool
56 Gen.
Bradley
57 Finished
58 $100
portrait
59 Wee
60 Bankrolls
61 Moreover

DOWN

I Hay there
2 From
the top
3 Stupefy
4 1966
Righteous
Bros. hit
5 Coach
Parseghian
6-Dtego
7 Boneless
chicken?
8 Stipend
9 Past
10 Postal
Creed
word
J I Census
statistic
17 Suitable
19 Freudian
concept
22 Peruvtan
money
23 Cafeteria

stack
25 Continental prefix
26Arab
potentate
27 "Smooth
Operator"
singer
28 Snare
29 Protagonist
30 Pianist
Gilels
31 Work with
acid
35 Trucking
comparues
38 1939
James
Stewart
role
40- culpa
42 "Howlove thee"
45 Flat-bottomed boat
47 "Ali- and
the Forty
Thieves"
48 The yoke's
on them
49 Tear
50 Quip
51 Pansian pal
52 Tandoon
bread
53 7 Down,
in Latm
54 Roulette bet
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Classifi~ ads cost S3 00 f~ the first ten words and $.20 for each additional word . To place a classified ad , il must be typed or
hand-;ntten clearly and legtbly and sent to or dropped offal the Carroll News office with payment. Classified ads will not be
run wrthout pre-payment. Classifieds will not be taken over the phone. The deadline for classified is noon of the Monday prior
to lhe nublication.
For Ad Rates and Information
Mail to us at:
E-mail to the CN at:
Business: (2t6) 397-4398
The carroll News
CarroiiNews@jcu .edu
Fax/ Data (216) 397- 1729
20700 North Park Blvd.
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Dn ver needed to transport my two sons
from their school in Shaker Heights to
their home in Hudson, M-F. 5:30-7 PM.
Guaranteed pay of $75 per week plus
gas money. Call Mrs. Clancey at 330528-0168.

Spring Break ' 00 Cancun.
Mazatlan or Jamaica from $399.
Reps wanted! Sell 15 and travel
free! Lowest Prices Guaranteed!!!
Info: Call 1-800-446-8355 .
www.sunbreaks.com

FREE Baby Boom Box+ Earn$1200!
Fundraiser for student groups and organizations . Earn up to $4 per
Mastercard app. Call for info or visit
our website. Qualified callers receive
a FREE Baby Boom Box. 1-800-9320528 ext. 119 or ext. 125.
www.ocmconcepts.com

Spring Break 2000 with STS- Join
America's #1 Student Tour Operator to Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas,
Cruises, and Florida. Now hiring
on-campus reps. Call 1-800-6484849 or visit online @
www.ststravel .com

Make Your Own Hours. Sell Kodak
Spring Break 2000Trips. Highest Commission- Lowest Prices. No cost to you.
Travel FREE including food, drink, and
nonstop parties!!! World Class Vacations, 1999 Student Travel Planners
"Top Producer" & MTV's Choice
(Spring Break Cancun Party Program)
1-800-222-4432.
Reliable individual needed to make deli vcries of rugs and to assist in showroom displays. Includes some heavy
lifting. Neat appearance. good communication skills. Call Andrew for interview. Classic oriental rugs, Ltd. Ohio
Design Centre, 2353 Mercantile Rd.,
Beachwood, OH 44122 ; 216-360-0104.
Student needed to walk puppy weekdays in JCU area. Good pay. 216-3712522.

NOW HIRING: Technical Writing
Intern. Parker Hanni fin Cor-pOration seeks part-time Technical
Communications Intern to publish
procedures and handle other communication and administrative duties. Position pays $1 0 per hour
and offers flexible daytime hours.
You must be working towards a
bachelors degree in English, Communications, or related discipline,
have solid writing and proofreading skills and be able to quickly
learn new technologies. Journalism and desktop publishing experience helpful. Send cover letter
and resume to: Kristine Henige.
Technical Communication Supervisor, Parker Hannifin Corporation, 6035 Parkland Blvd .
Mayfield Heights, OH 441244141.
Read The Carroll News.

Advertise in The Carroll News.

APARTMENTS
Shaker Heights- 3310 Warrensville
Center Road. Luxurious & spacious I & 2 bdrms. Ceiling fans,
mini-blinds, appliances , carpet/
wood floors indoor garage. Staning at $550.00 216-464-3300.
Shaker Heights- 3270 Warrensville
Center Road. Luxury I & 2 bdrms.
Newly decorated. Some with 2
baths. Indoor garage. heat, appliances , carpet/hardwood floors .
Starting at $550.00 216-464-3300.
Shaker Heights - Van Aken.
Charming I & 2 bedroom apanments, newly decorated, carpeting,
ceiling fans , mini-blinds, appliances. Indoor garage included.
Startingat$415 .00 216-464-3300.
Cleveland Heights- Cedar and
Taylor. Newly decorated studios
and I bedrooms. Carpeting/hardwood floors, ceiling fans, miniblinds. Appliances, heat included.
On bus line. Staning at $395.00
216-464-3300.
FOR SALE
For sale : Men 's ML Btke.
Schwinn in A I condition. Asking
$125.00. 440-943-4030.
Write for The Carroll News.
Jobs are available for all sections.

Taint by Jake Mrkvicka
r
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Godzllla invades Egypt.

